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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U.S. Departrnent of Agriculture 
and State Agricultural Colleg-
Cooperatlng 
Eztenaion Service 
Washington, D. C. 
COMBINED ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNTY EXTENSION WORKERS 
This report form is for use by county extension agents in making a combined statistical report on 
all extension work done in the county during the year. .Agents resigning during the year should make 
out this report before quitting the service. 
State ~ --~ -------- County------~ ----------------------
REPORT OF 
nb~---~ -----------------
~ --~----~tion Agent. __ 
11 · • •wt Home Demonstration Agent. 
1,-H Club Agent. 
/~A~=~-~ of Club-Work. __ 
{, AgricuUural Agent. 
Assistant Agricultural Agent. 
From ~/___'i_/ __ to-~(:--~ -~--• 194L 
From ~ -l -fb __ to MJ!:--~ ---, /94_L 
From ________________ ______ lo ___ __ ________________ , 194 __ _ 
From ______________________ lo ------- -- ------------, 194 __ _ 
From fog_.!j ___ !{~- -- lo _lY:!f. __ L_ _______ , 194 __ 7' 
From ___________________ ___ lo ---------------------, 194 __ _ 
READ SUGGESTIONS, PAGES 2 AND 16 
Approved: 
Date ______________________________ ______ ----------· ----------
l & 2SOU-6 State Eaten,ion Director. 
2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six food reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the extelll!ion worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. . 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers, who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. · 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other members of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office : 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problelllS and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on- the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. Read the definitions of extension terms on the last page of this schedule. 
2. Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
3. Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
4. Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
5. Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
6. Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information :first. 
7. Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
8. Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teacliing 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or families assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex• 
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service may desire to include in a statistical supple-










County total 1 
(d) (a) 
1. Months of service this y~ar (agent: and assistants) _______ ___ ______ _______ _______ __ _____ _______ ________ ---------~ --i;_---- ------------------------ ---------{ ;;-/ _______ ;x:. x x x x x x x 
2. Days devoted to work mth adults ---------------------------------------------------------------------- __ _ .3 __ 7" .j __ ·---- __________ ______________ ______ 2,. ____ · ,------ x x x x x x x x 
3_ Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth '---------------------- _______ ______________ __ __ h-__i_---1(--- _____ __ ______________ _____  / _Q____________ x x x x x x x x :: ~= ~ ::~·: ------- ----------------- ------ _____ __ _____ ___ ____________ : _____ ------- -- -- f -,. _q ____ -------------------- --- - --~~ t : : : : : : : : 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work•---------------------------- -----r--~ --~ -- ------------------------ _______ , _~_:$_ _____ ------~-/ -~_z __ 
7. Number of different farms or homes visited. __________ ____________________ ___ ___ __ _____________ __ ___ __ ___ ------~----~---4r-------------------------- -----~:---~-' ----- _____ LL---~~-: __ 
8. Number of calls relating to extension work.. __________________ {(l) Office ______________________ _______ ----- f-~---- ------- ------------ --- ------¾--~--°'----------!,-rt, 
(2) Telephone ___________________________________ _____________ ---------------------- _______ pt_ .7.. . ..,t _ ------------------------
9. Number of news articles or stories published ' ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------~-- ----------------------- ------------z---:c,-- --------"j,--~ --'?_ 
10. Number of bulletins distributed _____ _____ ___ ___________ ________ __________ ___ ___________________ ___ __ ________ ____ __ J_, __ , ___ :, ___ ------------------------ ------ ,3 ______________ ------------- ~ -~ __ 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting ___________________ ____ _____________ ------------------~ - ------- ----------------- ------------------Jtf--- ____________________ f:.._ 
(1) Adult work.. ______ {l•~~.:;-:.::~dMOO of ----- -- ---------- ----- ----- - - - --- __________ j__ ---- - -- --: -
(b) Men leaders _____________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ___________________ ;J - ------------------------
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders ________________ ______________ f' __ ____ ------------------------ _________________ .:,- -_____________ / __ $ __ _ 
lead~ " oommitteom,n__ ___ --- (
2) ~:ld,~~u:~ j :::Tr::=·-=~--,f~::::::::::: :::::::::_:::: :: ::::::::::::: ~:::::: :::::::::::::::~::: :::::::::~::_:~ :: c, 
13. Method demonstration meetings {<a) Number_ ________________________ _____ /_7 _ff _____________________________ ------------~ 4;; ___________ % c~- ~ ---
::l!~m::t:::i::1:::e:h:t~:::: (1) Adult work__ _____ (b) Total att endance ______________ ___ .6_ __ ?,J!;-'---- ------------------------ ___ /_'f-_J. _ _,( ____ ----~-'--7-:--~---
er training meetings reported un- <2) 4-H Club and {<a) Number ___________ ______________ -------1------7=---- ------------------------ __________ q,!i __ it'_ __ ---------i-J-~_: __ 
older youth__ (b) Total attendance ______________ ___ 2:,d __ L.i/----- ------------------------ ---------F--.s_ __ ,_ ___ ______ 5_ ____ ff_Z. __ _ der Question 12) ______ ________________ _ 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted. ___ ___________ _______ ____________ _________________ ________ j __ L ________ ------------------------ ________ f2.: __ / ____ -----------1-i ---
{ (1) Number _ _____ _____ ______________________ / _), _______ ------------------------ ---------------~----- -----------3_--~---
15. Meetings held at such result demon{strations _________________ {~:~ ~:~:;tendance _______________ ____ _j_/ ___ 2-------- ________________________ _________ ;L ___ 
7 
____ ______ _/_ _ -----.z---~ 
(l) Adult work.. ____ __ (b) Total attendance ______________ ------4---~ -------- ----------------------- ___________ 2._ __ J _____ ---------~--J!:_ __ ~/ 
16, Toure conducted__ _____________________ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number _________________________ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ----------------- ' _____ _ 
older youth____ (b) Total at tendance ___________ ___ ------------------------ ----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------
{ 
{
(a) Number ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------- --- --- -------- ----------------------
(l) Adult work_ ___ ___ (b) Total attendance _____ ______ -----------------/----- --::::--~;--..- ------ --------------------- -----------------------· 
17. Achievement days held.__ ________ (2) 4-H Club and j (a) Number ___________________ _____ ____________ .z. ____ __ ~ __________ / _______ .- ___ ______  Z _________ _ 
older youth.___ (b) Total attendance _ ______ ___ ------- ___ -/>: ___ __ -- - - -- ----: ______ 3.__:!_4:'_ ____________ ZL.L ____ _ 
I Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
s County total should equal sum or preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agent.a participating In same activity or accomplishment. 
• The sum of questions 2 and 3 should equal the sum ot questions 4 and 5. 
• Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. 
• Do not count ltema relatln& to notices or meetings onll'. 
10-2s oa-1 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be verl1l.ed Home demonstration agents 
(a) 




County total • 
(d) 
18. Encampments held (report attend-
ance for your county only)•--------
j 
(a) Number ________________________ ________________________ _____________ __ _________ . ···-····-·---------··- ----------------------·-
( 1) Farm women. _____ (b) Tota.I members attending_ ------------·---------· --··--------------·-·--- ···--------·------------------------------------
(c) Tota.I others attending __ ___ -----·----·------------- ---·---·--------·-·----· ---·---------------·--· ------------------------
{
(a) Number ______________________ ··---------------------· -------·---·---··-·----------------· ~------- ____________ ~ ______ _ 
(2) 4-H Club and (b) Tota.I boys attending _______ _ ---- - ---··----·u---- ----·--------------·-·-- ----·---~------------- -------~---·--·-------
older youth..___ (c) Tota.I girls attending _______ ---·-·--·------7.----· ·----------··-------·---·---·------------------- -------;;;_--f::------
19. Other meetings of an extension { 
nature participated in by county (l) 
A ~~ ;:~~:~::_:~~~:~~~~:::: :::::::::::J1:::: ::::::::=:::::::::::::: :::::::::::t;;.--:=:: ::::::: __ ~:i:::::: 
dult work... ______ (b) Total attendance _____________ _ ______ J7'.~2._ ____ ·----··---··----·------ _______ J__l?_Y._ _________ 6!_/__~ __ f. ___ _ 
20. 
or State extension workers and (2) 
not previously reported. ____________ _ 
Meetings held by local leaders or { 
committeemen not participatedin (l) 
:=·~~:.,::~ .. l~ ~=?:~·:::...... . ........ ~.~~L.. ......................  .... .:~~···· .... .<1.t: 
dult work. _______ (b) Tota.I attendance. _____________ _________ :,_f.t,· _____ ·-------··-------------· ----··-----·-----·------______ 3_ __ £_.:)- __ 
by county or State extension work- (2) 4-H Club and I (a) Number ·--------------------··- ·---------- .ii.-·----·· -----·-···------·------· ---·-·---·-----·-------___________ r ·----·--
older youth..____ (b) Tota.I attendance. _______ ______ ________ J_.b_ _________ --------·--····-··-----· .-------------·-··-----__ __ ______ /._i---···· ers and not reported elsewhere ___ _ 
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge or 4-H Club work or who devotes practically full time to club work. 
1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating in same activity or accomplishment. 
• Does not lnclnde picnlcs, rallies, and short courses, which should be reported undor question 19. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE TWS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely influenced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that this 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a conservative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as are 
available will be satisfactory. 
21. Total number of farms in county ( 1945 census>-----------------··-----------------------··-··-------------------··----···----------·----·-·------·-----··-·-·--··--·----
22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program. ________________________ _________ _______________ _ 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached this year for the first time·-·--····--··--··-···-------------------------------------
24. Number of nonfarm families making changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program.·--·····-------···----------------··-···---·-······---·---
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program .. ------····-------------------
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time.-------------------------------------------------··-· 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program _____ __________________________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached this year for the first time ____________________________________________________ _ 
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enrolled.------------···--··-··------------··--·-··-·-·-------------------------·---···--------------------------------
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enrolled. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
31. Tota.I number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) 
32. Tota.I number of different other families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) 
_____ ____ It> _7 ti ___  
________ __ ___ ,_ ~ :;:. __ _ 
--·---------------, .:,----
::::::::::::: ¥ f ~:-
-------------------~-~--
::::::::::::::z:-rz 7~:--------------------~z--_ ____________ ,a __ 8_iI 
-------------1------·7 . 
16- :lXU74-:.! 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
33. County extension association or committee (includes agricultural councils, home demonstration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory committees; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those States where such associations are the official or quasi~:cio/if~cy in the county cooperating with the college in 
th
e ~=ai::~: :: ::::;:~-~~-~x~~t:a::~~ -~---___ : __ £~~---: __ -~7- '!~_.•.j,/~~)~ ~o. of members__________ _ ________ /_p'_, __________ _ 
• ,, II L~f':!J. ,, ( ) N b ~ .t, 
(
(b)) HAgr1culturaL ______ ~----- ((1)) ; a.me __ ~~---;.--:-~-~-:-~---./,.--- -- ~i.i.i.,'J..~-;---~~--~------- (:) No. o: members..________ -----z;-~---,------------
c ome demonstration..__ 1 ame~-- ------'"J-::..------ -~------------------------ o. O mem ers~-----.----- zr----------
(d) 4-H Club______________ (1) Name__ _ _ _ __ -----7------ _ ------------------------------------------------- (2) No. of members. __ 7 __ ~--- --~0:z::. ____ _ (e) Older youth______________ (1) Na.me_________________________________________ __ _________________________________________ (2) No. of members__________ ----------------------------- -
34. Number of members of coun,t7 e~rogre.m planning committees and subcommittees (include commoditJ7ABnd,special-interest committees): 
- (a) Agricultural __ (.J,_j_~----------------- (b) Home demonstrationC!,__~ __ f-__,J _l__ (c) 4-H Club_«_~ __ /, _ ,- (d) Older youth ________ ()_ _______________ _ 
35. Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)________________________________________________________________ -------~2.--'f----____ _ 
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by ex= agents and local committeeslh-~----L- _____ _ __ _ 
37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work_¥fl------- -----l---~ --1-'::K..~.t--~- _____ ____ __ !!_~ 
38. Number of members in such clubs or groups_ ______________________________________________________ :Z. _ l>'O ___________ J.. _ () _ D __ _______ _/ ~ O ___________ _ ___ $ __ ____________ / _f-_ 3 
39




:~~~~-~-~~-~-~~-~~~-~~-~~-~~-:~~~:_::~~~~-~ XX X x/_x XX XX X 
40. Number of neighborhood and community leaders in the neighborhood-leader system ___________ _ ..I!'_ __ ;,:______ Men ----------~ __ .tr:________ Women ______ cg __ Q ____________ _ 
41 Number of different voluntar(: local leaders, coi;epiitteemen, or neighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the extension program. 
(a) Adult work..____ (l) Men-------}}-------- (b) 4-H Club and older youth work_ _________ { (l) Men ________ $___________ (3) Older club boys ____ (;! _____________ _ 






COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
Name of the county agricultural planning (over-all planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Service ~---~--t ___________ :_ ---~----~ ·' ,3 
N='7,,;' :.:1:::: ,:::~::'."''r,~:~~~~~-----__Lµ_______ (2) Wom•~--~-f (3) YoutL':f.~ __ r,f__{J~--
(b) Paid representatives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizations: (1) Men __ ___ _ --~-~~ __ \..&._________ (2) Women-- --~----
N umber of communities with agricultural planning committee (over-all planning) ____________________________ ______________________________________________________ ?}__¥ ___________ _ 
Number of members of such community planning committees: (a) Men _________ ff.._6!____ (b) Women _________ 'f._J=---- (c) Youth ____________________ () ____________ _ 
Was a county committee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes-------------~------------------------------- (b) No-------------------------------------------
Extension organization and County agricnltural Total 1 
planning I p1arullng I 
00 00 00 
l(l) Home demonstration agents ·--------------------------------- ___________ ;J... -~ ________________ __ /__~---------- _________ 4p ___________ _ (2) 4-H Club agents ___________________________________________________ ------------------------------ ----------------7:::.---------- _________ l~~O ____________ _ 47. Days devoted to line of work by- (3) Agricultural agents _________________________________________________ ------------------------------ _________________ :.3 _________ ______________ ~------------(4) State extension workers _________ • ______________________________________________ ;1y.. _______ ___________________ / ________ __________ __ __ 3 ___________ _ 
48. Number of planning meetings helcL---------------------------------------{ (l) County------------ -----------1--':l------- __________________ /__ _________ -----------~~;---------- (2) Community_____ ______ _ 'f __ ______________ J() ____________________ Jr_ _________  _ 
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or committeemen assisting this year ___________________ -------------i--1...t ______ ---------------------- ------- ---~---------
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or committeemen ___________________________________________________ !~---~-- __ __ _ ___ ----~--------· 
1 Where erlenslon program planning and county agrlcnltural planning (over-all planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity, only oolnmn (c) should be filled out. Where extension 
proeram planning Is the only planning activity, the entries In columns (a) and_ (c) will be Identical. In all other cues oollllllll (c) la the awn of columns (a) and (b). 1- 2807..-. 

























51. Days devoted to line of work by- 't 
(1) Homedemonstraticnagent-1-___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ '( ________________ st' __________________  
m ~;~;~:;::,k,,::: ::=iI : ::=: '! :::: :::: _:r: ::: :z: 1-:: ::: 1 t _: ::1}':,-: ::/:::: ::: i~ : :::=',_: ::J _~=: 
52. ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~  ;~;vhich ______ h_ O ___________ L{ __________ / 0 ________ 'b_ __ ~ ___________ J___ _____ ~ _ 'f _________ ;L ____ ---~ _(J __________ / z_ _ ---~ (/. 
53
· N:1!!it~~::nn!~!Islfnc:\~;:ror __________ !f' _________ _3 _____________ _1-f -______ /_ ~------'1-----.5--_______ _o ---_____ / -'-__________ jr -----:z_ 
5¼. Number of Jarmon aasialcd lhia year in-
(1) Obtaining improved varie- ~ ~ 5 ~ C) !J- / c,£ {) j fp_ 0 0 j_ ]-
(2) Th~e:8: :ft~:-of seed ______ --------__________ ' _____ ------------------_______ j ~------f _____ ----------------_______ 2t _____ --------
(3) The use of fertilizers ______________ j . 0 () . _____ _/ fl _________ / 61_ __________ 1:) ___________ } --~----------'/.----________ () _________ __/ _g _________ I 4-_______ fY ____ _ 
i:; ~::!~ ~;~:;:. ::::::::. :=:: 7:: :=::/__:: ::J & :: ::,-(.a:: :jl_o : :::: '-::: : 1§ j, : ~ f-: ::" ~ ::: 
(7) Controling rodents and L t, / L./ other animals_______ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ ________________ _____ _ ________________________ ----1/----
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for family food supply) 
Include al work with adults, 4--lI Club members, and older youth Dairy catle Beef catle Sheep Swine Itorses and mules 
Poultry 
(Including Other lvestockt 
turkeys) 
w oo oo oo oo m ~ 
1
(1) Home demonstration agents ___________ ----e --_____ /t _____ -------------). ----------______ -/_ (, ---------
55. Days devoted to line of work by-(2) 4-H_ Club agents _________________________ --------~, ------.!,-------;.;-----------/ f) -------------------------------t?-------·--
~ ~ ~~~:~!~:i:e:~rkers::::::::: ::::: __ ::: ::?J:1.:: :::::::: :::::/:: :::::-:: :::1 ~3: :::::::: 
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year __________________________ .,j ________ j~----________ {_ ___________ (_ __ t:_ __________________________ _¥-_~----------
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year_ _______________ /___ ----------~---________________ -----¥--_______________ ----/-~---------
58. Number of breeding circles or clubs or improvement associations organized 
or assisted this year ------------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________________________ -------------------------
59. Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations _________________________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
60· N'!:?st~d
0
{iJ:r;ie:,~ i~e!~i~:~:~~~~:i!:s ~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ----------------------------------------__________ 1,_ ___ --------______ }. ___ l__ --------
61. N um be(lr J~i;:~;s;~:ir!~isia~!-~~-=---------------------------------------------_______ .a_ _____________ l_ ___________ _J_ _____________ J_p_ __________________________________________________  
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females ________________________________ ----------/-----__________________________________________ frz _______________________ £_~--_______________  
(3) Obtaining beter strains of baby chicks (including hatching eggs)_ x  x  x  x  x  x x x  x x x  x  x x x  x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x __ &__ 1.________ x  x x x  x 
( 4) Improving methods of feeding _____________________________________________________ :3, ___________ f ________________________ /~;-______________________ ;J-J I ________________  
(5) Controling external parasi~ ----------------------------f -----~Q ________________________ ./ 11.. __________________________ 7 "1 _______________ _ 
(6) Controling diseases and internal parasites _________________________________________ { ___ ----1-------z---___ J __ l!t_ _____ -------------~-~---------
(7) Controling predatory animals_______________________________________________ ________________ ________________ _______ _ ______________________________________ ----------~ ________________ _ 
1 Do not Include rabbits, game, and fur animals, which should be reported under wildlf.i, ltl-28074-il 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES• 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
62. Days devoted to line of work by-






( 1) Home demonstration a gen ts ____________________________________________ -------------------------_____________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
m ~~=.~::~,. ,m::: :: ::::::=----:--_:-::::~_ -=-:-: -::~ ---:-::: :::: :::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::: : :: :::: :::::if_:::::::::: -:::-:: -: :_:: l _: -: : : :: : :::: :: :: ::  :::::: : : ::::: 
63. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ________________________________________________________ 
1
$ __ ____________ -----------------7---------- ------------- --------- -------
64. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen a.ssistirg this ye!l.r --------------------------------- _____________________________ -----------------/------------ -------- -------------···--·-·-
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) With problems of land use ____________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping ________ ____________ _________ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces _______________________ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies _____________ _ 
(f) With contour farming of cropland ______ ____ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(i) In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion _________________________________________ _ 
0) In summer-fallowing ____________________________ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(Z) With drainage ____________________________________ _ 
(m) With irrigation ___________________________________ _ 
(n) With land clearing ______________________________ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year _____________________ _ 
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-
tion pln.ns this year _________________________ _ 
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite 
farm-conservation plans this year ________ _ 
1 Include nature study. 
2,.!) ,-.; - -- -
-----------_ (j ___ -----------
:: :: : ::: : : : :: r:::: :: : : :: :::: 
_____________ O --------------
_____________ D _____________ _ 
tJ 




67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In reforesting new areas by planting with 
small trees. (Include erosion-control 
plan tin gs) ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees ___________________ _ 
(c) With selection cutting __________________________ _ 
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products __ _ 
(f) In timber estimating and appraisaL _______ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires ___________________________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds for fish _____ ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such &11 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock _____________________________________________ _ 
(c) In pln.nting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders ___________________________________ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild-life areae ___________________ _ 
-----· ______ I_ 0 -----------





Include al work with adults, 4-H Club member!, and older youth 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
Individual farm planning, 
Fann ICOOUilts
1 
coet records, adjustments,• tenancy, 
inventories, etc. and other management 
problems 
Fann credit 
(short and long time) 
00 00 00 
Outlook lntormatlon 
(d) 
l:S (1) Home demonstration agents_____________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ____ ____ _ ____ __ __ _ _ __ ___ ____ _ _ ____ __ ___ ____ _ _ _ __ _____________ ____ ____ _ ____ _ _ _ ____________________________ _ 
70
. f?:l~fd:,~~rl;~ ~ ~ ~;c~~~~g::ts ---------------------------------------_______________ :Z. _________________________ Z. ____________________________________________________ _/_ () __________ _ 






Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this 
yeru _______ ____ ------------___ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------f :Z.-__ ----
Number of farm-surveyl(a) Farm business_____________ ----------------------------- 75. Number of farmers assisted this year-Continued. 
records taken during (b) Enterprise___________________ ------------------------------ (e) In geting started in farming, or in re- / 
the year: 
(c) Other__________________________ ----------------------------- locating_______________________________________ -----------------------------
Number of farmersl(a) Farm inventory________________ ----------------- , --------- (f) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records_________ and .financial plans)________________________ --------------------------
keeping- . I B 
(c) Enterprise records_____________ _ ____________ /_/I --------- (g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust.- / 0 
N umber(ao)f farmers assisted this year- / men ts ------------------------------ _________ _/ _ 0 ______ _ 
In developing a farm plan only______________ (h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
.s (b) In developing a farm and home plan_____ ---------------------------- purposes------------------------------
(c) In analyzing the farm business __________ _ ________ ________ I ___________ _ (i) With farm-labor problems ____ ______________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 
and leasing arrangements _________________ _ 
0) In developing supplemental sources of in-come ___________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include al work wlth adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, international 





Land policy and programs 
(classification or land ,on-
Ing, tenure, land develop-
ment, setlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
(b) 
Public ftnance and services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, facilities such as 
roads and schools for rural 
areas, etc.) 
(c) 
--------3 __________ 00 
--------S _______  
Rural wel!are (rural-urban 
relationships, part • time 
farming, problems or peo-
ple in low-income areas mi-
gration, population a<dust-
ments, rural worts pro-
grams, etc.) 
(d) 
~::, ~::-:, ·{i g-;~:~;:.~·" ::===::::=::::= :===:==~::::::: ::::::::::::::: :=:::::::=::::: :::::=::::=:=:=: 
77. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
78. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"---------------------
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ______________________________________________ _ 
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax colectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems ___________________________________________________________________ _____________ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) _______________________________________________ _ 
82. Number of nonagricultural groups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ 
t Include al worlc on !arm adjW1tments conducted in oooperatlon with AAA and other agencies, and not deftnitely related to individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and 9) or to soil management 
(p. 7), 16~4-I 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 








Poaltry and Fruits and 



















~:~: ~~:~:;:i: agents _______ /:, _________________ -----------------J] -----~--------------------------i-3 _________ Cj ___  
~; r2 . ~~:;:k,.::=::: ::: 1:: :: '_:° :: :::'_ 2.: ::::L:: ::::" :::  :: ~ ::: ::: 7::: :: ~:::: :::1:: :-,c: ::: 3 ::: 
84. Number of comm~ties in which work '-. / :Z., ,3 f i (t G, '/ j,/,J., 3 / 
was conducted this year ___________________________ t.f _______ / 1/' __ --------------___ _;L_, ____ --------------------------~---------- -------
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or / , U {j 3 
commiteemen assisting this year _____________________ -------________________________________________________ 7 _____________________ -------------------' ___________________ _ 
86. Number of new cooperatives I assisted in 
organizing during the year__________________ ______ _ _____ --------______________________________________________________________________ -----------------------------_____________ _ 
87. Number of established cooperatives I as- '-/-
sisted during the year _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
88. Number of members I in the cooperatives 





89. Value of products sold or purchased by 
cooperatives assisted during the year 
(questions 86 and 87) 1 ______________________ $___________ $___________ $__________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $__________ $___________ $___________ $ __________ _ 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
91. 
bers of cooperatives) assisted during µ O () :Z,. 3 O i,S / J ?, / / b O L.f D · 7, 1 
the year _________________________________________ ): ______________ / ________ ----------------------------------l---______ o______ ---------------------_______ _/ ____  
Value of products sold or purchased by zf.'
1 
,[,f'O ;.-'~ ti a,oO J-o,'fO _ 
farmersorfamiliesinvolvedinthepre-,,, '!/'!) 'J.,.5} 'f.J'f)• io' t) 'ft),00 () r,,I i.s ,o, •D 
ceding question________________________________ $___________ $__________ $________ ___ $ ___ ('1_____ $___________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $___________ $ __________ _ 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year ________________________________________________________________ _ ________________ /_________ _ 
93. Number of programs a pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year_ 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs I participated in or conducted this year _________________________________________________________ _ 
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year ____________________________________________________________________________________________ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
96_ Number of special merchandising programs I participated in or conducted this year __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
97. Number of consumer information programs 8 pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year ____________________ _ 
-------, -------
98-Number of programs I relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year ______________________________________________________ _ 
99. Number of programs I relating to transportation problems conducted this year _______________________________________________________________________________ _ _ ____________ / ______________ _ 
100-Number of programs I relating to the specific use of market information conducted this y_ear ________ ~--,--------------------,-------------
101. Number of other marketing programs I conducted this year (specify) __________ :'.,:~~---· -------------------~-- ~--- --------Z, ___________ _ 
1 Inclade livestock, poaltry, and batching eggs purcbased ror breeding replacement, or reeding parposes, 
• Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, lacluae oaly the membership and proportionate volnme or business orleiaatlng la the county covered by this report. 




HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 









Days devoted to line of work by- 'J- ~ .:S-
(1) Home demonstration agents. _____________________________________________________ k _____________ ---------------------------------------------
' m r.~~~:~:~:~,k .. :=:::=~::=:=:.:=:: :::::::: iF'-"_.: .~ .. -, ::::::: .1., ::::::: ::::::-; =::::: ::::: 1 :r .:=: :: - 
Number of comm um ties m which work was conducted this year _________ ---~ __ j9. ___ , ___________________ 5 ____________ ---------------_________ / _________________  
N:rer_ of voluntary _local leaders_ or_ commiteemen_ assisting_ this _______________ /.f.i?. _____ --------O _______________________ } ·------_____________ L;f ___________  
The House, Furnishings, and Surroundings-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in- ______________ (e __________ _
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity---------------------------------
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Constructing dwelings _____________________ _ 
(b) Remodeling dwelings ________________________ _ 
(c) Instaling sewage systems __________________ _ 
(d) Instaling water systems _____________________ _ 
(e) Instaling heating systems ________________ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space ____________ _ 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens _______ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) _______________________________ _ 
(f) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings ____________________________________________ _ 
(}) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
( other than electric)------------------------
(k) Improving housekeeping methods ________ _ 
(!) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Instaling sanitary closets or outhouses. __ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controling flies or other 
insects __________________________________________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ___________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelts ______ _ 
~~~~~~~~~~~  ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 
!) 
-------3 ____________  
_ _________ )._7 __________  
_ __________ ,Sf __________  
_________ I ~ _/ _________  
________ / _I ? _________  
~I 
------------------
________ _J.. I_ 3 ________  
~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 
(a) Obtaining electricity-------------------------
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment_ _________________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes _______________________________________ _ 
Farm Buildings-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings _______ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings __ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
.s-
"°-_ _____________ £_ __________ _ 
,z. 
----------------
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipment.__ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
lO. Number of farmers folowing instructioil! in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year _____________________________________________________ _ 
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the beter 








NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members and older youth Home production or family food supply 
Food preservation and 
storage 
Food selection and 
preparation 
Other health and safety 
work 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Days devoted to line of work by: - 'YI 
(1) Home demonstration agents _____________________________________________ -----------~----Z-------_________________ r_ _________ -----~ _ s _____________________ / f, __________  
~ r::::~,.,-.: . ~.  ··-·· .... .. ..... . . ..  ......... ~ .. :.. .... :. I: . ::=: :::: : : ::;_:: ::: : : :::: . ::  :: .: .
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year. _______ ------'=f.-__ 0 ____________________ '!}_ ____ )_ _____________________ ,3 ___ ;-_________________ / ~-------
Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year __ -------------~--fit--------__________ k-__ 2' ______________________ j _ 3-----_______ / _""l,_ _______________ _ 
Number of families assisted this year-
(a) In improving diets ________________________ _ 
(b) With food preparation __________________ _ 
(c) In improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1_ 
(1) Of vegetables ___ • _______________ _ 
(2) Of fruits __________________________ _ 
(3) Of meats _________________________ _ 
( 4) Of milk __________________________ _ 
(5) Of poultry and eggs __________ _ 
(d) With home butchering, meat cuting 
or cw·ing ________________________________ _ 
(e) With buter or cheese making ________ _ 
(!) With food preservation problems 1 __ _ 
(1) Canning __________________________ _ 
(2) Freezing __________________________ _ 
(3) Drying __________________________ _ 
( 4) Storing ___________________________ _ 
producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
food-supply budget __________________ _ 
0) In canning according to a budget__ 




00 00 00 
_________ 3 _1 t-----1. Quarts canned. _____________ ,.J .16' _______ /~_,_Jc) _________________ '{ t)_ 0 ___________ _ 
-----'-fr-r-----2. Galons brined ______ ---------------------------------~ } _ 0_ 0_____________ 3 _ ",L-~ _ 0() _______ _ 
_ _______ 2, J-5-~----- 3. Pounds· Dried 2 5 :3 
:::::~ -f-f =::: ~ E: ~ ::::::::::::::: :::::,[o: IJ ::::: :=·i ~ ~~ .,~~: ~ 
-----~ .:,-_7 _______  
7. Number of different families represented by the above figures____ ___ ________________ ..,. 
_ ____________ .k __ 7 ----
115(h) FOOD PRESERVATION BY 4-H CLUB MEMBERS ------------------------------1=============~~=~===~~~~;;;;==== 
:;J. f' Fruits Vegetables Meats and lsh :::::; ~~ ::: l-1-. -Q-uar_t_s -ce.-nn-ed ___ -__ -__ 1-__ -___ -__ -_ ~---"~"-) __ Jr ___ -___ -__ 1 _____ _/ 0 __ yr -----------~c: _____________  
!: ~::bi:! 2 5 ___ ------------------------------____________ ft ___ r_ ______________________________ :::: 
/.
.!,-
----------------C, --------- 5. 
4. Cured 3 3 _ ----------------------------___________________________________________________________ _ 
Stored. ___ ----------------------------___________________________________________________________ _ 
::::::~:~~::::: _6_. ___ F_ro_z_en_'_-.:.-_-_-_-_-----------------'-·----------------_-_-_-,_-_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_--_-_-_--
(l) In the prevention of colds and other 
common diseases_______________________ _ ____________ j_t?_ ________  
{m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smalpox, etc.) __________________________ _ 
(n) With first-aid or home nursing _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(o) In removing fire and accident hazards __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
116. Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches ______________________________________________________________________ _ 
117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers _______________________________________________________ _ 
1 Sum of the subltems mlnus duplications due to families partlclpatlnr In more than one activity. 
• Weight or finished product after drying. 
• Weight or product be!ore curing. 
'Include contents o! locker plants and home freezer unite. 
• Do not Include vine-matured peas and beans. 
CLOTWNG, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Include all work with adolta, 4-H Club members, and older youth 
Home management •- Olothtnw and texWes Family relatlonsblps-child Recreation and 
family economics .......,. develoJ?ment communit7 Ille 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
118, /?.':r., ".:::i:-:, to I l~i f ~~;~:~··" ::::::::::::==::=::=:: ::::::::::: 2,,; ::::::::: :::::::::::  :. z :=:=: ::::::::::::: 1L::::::: ::=:::::: L ;·::::=:=:: 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________ ---------~--;:-------------- ____________ (__~----------- ___________ /_z;--------- _________ Z ________________ _ 
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ _________ ____ .r._ _________________________ j_ __ _k _____________________ / ________________ ------------------------------
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued 
121. Number of families assisted this year-
(a) With time-management problems _ __ ____ _ 
(b) With home accounts ___________ __ __ __________ _ 
(c) With financial planning _____________________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses __________________ ______ ________ _ 
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income __ __ ___ _ 
122. Number of home demonstration clubs, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-
(a) Food_ ________________________ ________________ _ 
(b) Clothing ------------------------------------------
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment __________ _ 
(d) General household supplies ________ __________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations I or individually, with the 
buying of-
(a) Food_ ____________________________________________ _ 
(b) CI othing ___ __ _____ _______________________ _____ ____ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment _______ __ _ 
(d) General household supplies ____ __ ____________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 (a), (b), (c), and (d) minus duplications)_ 
125. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying" decisions.. ___________ __________________ _ 
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living_~------------------
_________ 1, () __ :,,,. ______ _ 
-------------4&-- ~-------
_______ /_ ----1----"'--------




::=::::: /_: Tf:::: :: 
_______ _ / 1 -(p ------
___________ _! ---3 -------
NoTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with selling problems should 
be reported in column 0), page 9. 
Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
127. Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems ____________ _ 
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles _____ _ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing __ 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets_ ______________ _ 




Family Relationships-Child Development-Continued 
Number of families assisted this year-
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems ________________ __ ____________ ___ _____ _ 
(b) In improving family relationships _________ _ 
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year ---------------------------------------------------
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: (a) Men __________________ __ ___________ __ ______ _ 
(b) Women_ __ __ ________________________ __ _ _ 
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
individuals _______________ ___ _______ ___ _____________________ _ 
.,- 1 ... 
---- - ----- - ---- --- - - ------- - -- t.:) 
,2. ?' 
-------------- $' ~7---=--
--------------&, (l _____ __ _ 
Recreation and Community Life-Continued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving 
home recreation__ _____ __ ________________ ___ _______________ _ _ 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilit ies _______________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs _________________________ ______ _ 
135. Number of communities! (a) Club or eommunily bom ________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ _ 
establishing- (c) Community rest rooms_ 
136. Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities ______________________________ ____ _ 
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendations __ _ 
II ------------------------------
-------------- ).. -'f -----
-- --- I_:; -------
1 The house-Its arrangemeniai!:Wfpment, and furnishings, Including ldtchen Improvements and care of the house-ls reported under " The house, furnishings and surronndlnp," p. 10. 
' Includes question 122; also es bu)'ln& tbrollih marketlnc cooperatlvea, organlied or assisted, colWDD (1), p . 9. 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage in two or more projects, The sum of the projects is therefore greater than the number of different club members enroled) 
Project Number ol boys Number ol girls Number ol boys Number of girls Number of units involved In 
enroled enroled completing completing completed projects 
00 W 00 00 00 
~:: ~;~:r cereals~=~:::::::::::::::::::::::::=: :::::;-[ ::: :::::.k ~:::: :::: ~ :7 :~: ::~::1:::::: ~::: ____ r ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~ 1~~= 
140. Peanuts __________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________ -_ -_ ----_ -------__ ----------- -------Acres 1~ ~~~~  :::~na,: and -otlm legum~-------z-~--------1/----r---; i------;--------::--i-~~=----~~ 
145. Tobacco _______________________________________________________________ --------------------------------__________________ / ____ --------------------------------------~-------Acres 
146. Fruits ______________________________________________________________ . ______________________ -___ _ _ __ ;/--7'/-------- -------------- ------------------------/:--------Acres 
147. Home gardens _______________ ________________________________________ ---/--'!----______ /7-___ f. _________________ I _!J----/ .3 -f------------J~------Acres 
148. Market gardens, truck and canning crops ___________________ --------1/.------------·--· -----------------7--------·--·--·------------------·-·--~--------·--·--Acres 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement) ____________ ------------/,------ --------------------------______________ T ______ ------·-·-z· --. -------Acres 
150. Po~try (including turkeys) ____________________________________________ ¥--~ ________ __ 7. Z-___ ------,._-~--_____ .,S-e ___ ____ ----·--· ~ -· 4 ___ 7 ___ ______ ~irds 
~ :~. ~;Yc:i~:e ______________________________ ::_ _____________________ :_: __ : _ :_:~ :: :::::::J ~::: _ _ :_____ :; / ~: :::::::1:::: ::. :~~:=:~:_/ ~:6::::: ~=: 
~:!. ~~~---- ----------------------------__________ ~ _, ________ __________ J _______ I _____________ 3 J -· _____________ ,t ________ 
1 
____________ j» -f----~:= 
155. Horses and mules _________________________________________________ ---------------· --------------· --------------------------' -------------------------Animals ..,. 
155a. Rabbits ________________________ __________________________________ -----------------·---________________________________________________________________________ ----------------··--· Animals c:.) 
156. Other livestock __________________________________________________ --··--·---------------------------···-· _______________________________________________ ------------·--··--·------------Animal& 
:E E:•tion of home g,ound, ___________________ ----------1-----___ ____ "J_ __ J___ _____ --------~--________ [.l,~L _____ x_ , __ x_ ,__ x _x __x _x _, __,":'~=~ 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) ______ --·-·--·--·-------·--------·-·-·-·-·-·---··-·--------·--·----·------------------·-·--x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
A . It 1 . . f  h  1 t . ·t t t {-·---------------Articles made 161. gncu ura engmeerrng, arms op, e ecnCI y, rac or . ---···---·--·---------________________________ -----------------------· _______________________ _ _ _________________ Articles repaired 
162. Farm management ______________________________________________ ------------------------_________ _______________________________________ ----------------------·-x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x x 
163 F  d 1 t
. t· d/ b k' / e, Li {----~/_l,_ _____ Meals planned 
. 00 se ec 10n, prepara 10n, an or a mg _________________ -----------------------·-----____ L _____ 7Q ____ ·----·--·----· ---;z·-·;j:-·-___ j_.f_L__~----Meals served 
164. Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) _________________ ------------------------___________ ____ l_ ____ ----------·--·------·--· _______ ·---------------______ ,. f_ 6.:, __ Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid __________________________ --------·--·--·--·------·--·--------------------·-------------------------------·--·------------· x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x x 
:. :•:::~~~:ho~:~•~P:~~::::~:::::::: ::: :::  :::: : :::::~:~::: ::::::______  _----~-:~: : _1_1:' ~:r:~~::;~; 
168. Home furnishings and room improvement ___________________________________________________ /__/ ______ --·--------·--·-----________ / __ ~-----{-------'-i-------Rooms 
169. Home industry, arts and crafts __________________________________________ /_ __ (2 _____________ __ h ___ f! ___________ _l__ /2 _______ ____________ J{ __________ :::::-"t.~~:::::: !::~: 
170. Junior leadership ___________________________________________________ -------------·-·-------------------------------------------------·--·-·-x x x x x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
171. Al others __ -----·-·---------------·;-.----------. -----;;-;·--·---,----·-.s3-------·-:, ---------,:.-,.-u----x  x  x  x  x x x x x x x  x  x 
172. Total (proJect enrolment and comp et10n) __ ----------·-· ________ JL_ ---·-----____ ,3_k ________________ J_ ____________________________ [_ ______ x  x  x  x  x  x x x x x x x  x 
I " :i 51 7 V ;i O 7 s UHl807H 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ---------------------------------------------- ----IO---
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enroled. _________________ (a) Boys s ___ L_~J_ (b) Girls s ___ !:_l_~_ 
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
members completing ____________ (a) Boys • __ / ___ f _ (b) Girls • ___ ?:__t/__¥!_ 
176. Number of different 4-H Club 
members in school_ _______________ (a) Boys __ Lf._f __ (b) Girls ___ ~_J_).,__ 
177. Number of different 4-H Club 
I <> members out of schooL __________ (a) Boys ________________ (b) Girls _______________ _ 
178. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from farm homes ______ (a) 
179. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) 
Boys __ /{? __ ¥-(b) Giris--~!f---Z 
Boys _____ .j=~-~ (b) Girls _____ ~ __ .3 __ 
Number of Diferent 4-H Club Members Enroled: 




1st year ______________ -----~-~---_____ 7} ____  
33 ~-, 
10 and under ___________ j__;-_____ LL ___  
1 l_ ________________________ _/ --··-------I 't --
12 _______________________ /1., __ --~ L __ 
13 _______________________ ] 1 ______ _I __ C __ _ 
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
185. Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth ------------------------------------





Membership in such groups ______________ {(ab) Young men _______ _ 
Young women ___ _ 
187. 
Numbt>.ro, Out of school memhers Under 21 25 years and byschooi In school years 21-21 years older 
status Unmarried Married 
and ego (a) (b) (c) (d) (t) (I)_ 
(1) Young 
men ______________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Young trt) D 
women ____ /_,rt) ______ tJ _____________ f) _______ / ____________ () __________________ _ 
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups __ _ 





Number of. other older rural youth groups assisted _____________ _ 
M b hi . h t(a) Young men ____ _ em era p m sue groups_________________ (b) 
Young women._ 
Number of older rural youth not in ex- (a) Young men ____ _ 
... 
~~:::=:::::: ::: ~I: :: ~l: ::::: ::::: :  :: ~ J-:: := : i:: contacted through the extension pro- ( ) y 
tension or other youth groups assisted._ (b) Young women._ 
Total number of different young people I
a oung men ____ _ 
gram for older rural youth. (Ques- (b y ---------"" 
7th ___________________ ----z, __ ------- 17 __________________________ / ____________ _} ____ _ 
8th. __________________ -------------- -------------- 18 ___________________________ 1,/ __ -----'---
9th. __________________ --------------------- 19 _______ ----------------------------
_ 10th and over ______ 
1 




Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding 
projects, who received definite .!,aining in-
( a) Judging______ _ _____ ..)___ (f) Fire a~d accident pre- '-t1 {, 
(b) Giving dem- b ~ :en~1on___________________ _ ____ 7., __  
onstrations --~_,./__ ( g) Wildlife conservation__ _ __________ _ 
( c) Recreatio°:al ., y (h) ~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ _:A_{j._~ 
leadership ___ c______ (i) Use of economic infor-
(d) ~ ~ ~~~~~ ______ f__ (j) So~~!~n;~t~;-~~;~;: -_-_-°j,!J-:; 
~ 1 J vation___________________ ;-,: 
(e) Health.______ ______ __ __ (k) Forestry___________________ _ __ f 'r __ 
Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because Z._ _l, __ f' __
of participation in the extension program. ___________________________ _ 
Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in coilllunity activities su2~ ~-.,. 'J.5-
improving school grounds and conducting local fairs.¥.l~ 
!!::/86, 191, and_ 192, minus duplica-_ 
Check column showing approximate 
194. portion of older-youth program de-
voted to-




) oung women._ 
10-19 percent 20-30 percent 40 ~:~tor 
(bl (c) (d) 
public problems __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(2) Vocational guidance ________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(3) Family life and social customs __________________________________________________________ _ 
(4) Social and recreational activi-
ties ___________________________________ ------------. ----------------------------
(5) Community service activities ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~ ~:::~ ~:~~::~:~~~-~:~--------1---------------------
eluding nutrition and health. ________________________________________________________ _ 
I Al data in this section are based on the number of different boys and girls participating In 4-H Club work, not on the number o[ 4-H projects carried. 
1 Report the total number of different boys or girls enroled in club work. This total should equal the sum of the project enrolments reported on page 13, minus duplicatfom due to the Esme boy tr girl carrying on two 
o: more subject-mater lines of work. Do not include boys and girls enroled late in the year In connection with tha succeedin11 year's program. 




(Report here all work, Including war work, not properly included under any or the headings on preceding pages) 
Include all work w. ·1, adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Bees 
(a) 
Oeneral·feeder insects 1 
(b) 
.A.11 other work 
(c) 
Days d~~o~~:: ~:::~:;::i:: agents _________________________________________________________________________ ------------------------------ ------------------·-·----· ... _____ __ J ___ ' ------------
1~ r.~~~:=:~~k.,,_:-_:::::::=:::::::=::::::::::=:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::=:=:::::::: ::::::::::::::: t ::=::::::: ::=: :~~:::JJ..=:=::::: ::=:_i..o_:=:=:::::::: 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year _________________________________________ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
197. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year ___________ ____________________ ------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war effort. It is assumed that all such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs 
! 
Home demonstration agents 
(a) 




198. Estimated number of days devoted to-
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, j 
distribution, and related problems) ___ __ _________________________ __________ ____ ___ ____ ______________________ / {) ___________ ----------------------------- -----------------------------
(2) Problems arising from new military camps, munitions plants, and war industries _____ ----------------------------------------------------------- ____________ () ________ ______ _ 
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings) _____ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ __________ _/_ _____ _______ ____ ~ 
( 4) Other war work (including collection of salvage material)------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ____________________________ : ______________ q __ · ___________ _ 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with the rural people of the county. It is assumed 





































Days devoted to line of w~rk by- / !J- / / Y 
l~i 2~~:~~,w :: ::::::::J{ : :: ::1~:::: :::::::: ::::::: :::::::1: ::::: ::::::::~::::: ::::::: s::: :::::::: ~ ::: :::::::::1-:::: :::::::-l':=J::::::: t' :? :::::::::::::  
Number of eommnniliea in whieh work ,J / . ~ / () / t) 
waa eondncled !his year __ _____ --------"1------_______________ __ ___ ________________________ ____________________ _______________ _______________________________________________________________________ ________ _ 
Number o[ volanl&ry loeal le3dera or 
committeemen aBSisling Ibis year. ___ _____ ____________ __ __________ --- -·----------- _________________________________________________ ______________ ______________________ ___________ _________ ___ _________________ __ _ 
202. Number of meetings p~ieipded in thia 2,. Li 2.., / , 
year by exlens1on workers ______ ------·--------- --------+----- _____________________________________________________________________________________ ___ _____________ _____________________________________ _____ _ 
1 Include grasshoppers, armyworms, ch inch bugs, and other Insects not reported under specific crop or livestock headings. 10-28074.-3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Day8 in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "days in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administration. 
5. Demonatrationa as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonatration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or other trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A re8Ult demonatration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl under the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the , 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resultin~ from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not m itself a demonstration. 
6. A demonatration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A reault demonatrator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An extension school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An exten8ion 8hort course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted thia year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(1) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-1-I Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-1-I Club members completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 






An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either inc01ning 
or outgoing. 
A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
Recorda consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 years of age. 
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SUMI.ARY OF CTIVITJES AND A.CCOMPLISHMENTS 
General ctivities 
Days Agent Spent in Off ice 
Days 
Days 





4. ~liles A.gent Traveled ------------------------ ------------ 8788 
5. Farm Visits made 925 
6. Office Calls at A.gents Office------------------------------------ 430 
7. 
8. 
Telephone calls at Agents Office------------------------------
~eatings held or attended 
276 
93 
9. Attendance at these meetings------------------------------------- 3628 
10. Number of Communities in which 
Extension Work was conducted------------------------------------ 24 
11. Number Voluntary Community Leaders 
assisting with Extension Pro&-Tam ------------------------------ 80 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS 
One County and 10 Community Outlook I.Ieetings were held and attended by 355 
farmers. One complete farm account completed. Cooperated with the ~arm Credit 
Agencies in leading 315 farmers ~290,535.oo for production purposes. Conducted 
one farm plann:LJ:ig demonstration with T.V. A. 
A.GRICUL TURt.L ENG INZER ING 
Thirty fammers have harvested legume seed with combines. Twenty-five fanners 
cultivated corn with tractors this year. 
2 
AGRONOMY 
Beld one crop and fertilizer meeting attended by 70 farmers . Com-
pleted 13 five-acre cotton improvement demonstrations showing an aver-
age yield of from 440 lbs . of lint per aare to 838 lbs . of lint per 
acre . v;·orked with the Allendale Cotu1ty One- Variety Cotton Community 
to secure free samples, also better seed. Plans are under way to se-
cure kudzu crowns for planting this winter . Conducted 2 crotalaria and 
2 lespedeza demonstrations for seed production . Conducted one pasture 
improvement demonstration and 2 fert~lizer demonstrations on pastures. 
Attended 2 farm tours along with the Soil Conservation Service . Con-
ducted one 2orage School . 
3 
Animal Husbandry 
Placed thirteen purebred Boars and two purebred beef bulls with the 
farmers in the County . dvised farmers on marketing livestock through 
local Auction arkets . ssisted three farmers in storing 420 tons of 
silage . Conducted JO Eurdizzio demonstrations and 2 dehorning demon-
str~tions and 10 louse demonstrations . 
EN'IDMOLOGM AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Continued campaign for the treating o~ cotton seed. 'I'Ne nei.v power 
dusters used in the county. One fence post demonstration carried through 
the year . 
•ORESTRY 
Seven lbs . Cork acorns wit~ only 9 trees growing . •ourteen farmers in the 
county ordered 80, 000 slash seedlings during 1947 through the county agent. 
T11ree community· clubs organized with 85 members, with 70 completeing their 
projects. Seventy of these boys completed seventy- one projects valued at 
18,537.50 at a cost of ?5 ,370.66 . One club camp held . Ten he~eford Steers 
placed with boys for next spring show. llendale County 4-H Judging Team 
won first place at the District Contest; second at the State Contest; and 
fifth at B.ichmond, Va . 
HORTICULTURE 
In sweet potato work one fire heated hotbed demonstration conducted . One 
harvesting demonstration was given in proper handling afid field grading 
of sweet potatoes . ·ssistance ~ras given in the selling of farm products 
to the amount of .~2 , 382 .50 . 
ssisted 
gram . 
A representative with a county plan, also plan for 1948 pro-
4 
PUBLICITY 
Wrote 372 letters ; 29 circular letters wi.th 16,837 copies mailed . 
Distributed 362 bulletins; wrote 32 news articles . 
;· 
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL C01 JI'l"'.l'EE 
The County Agricultural Committee members were selected from community 
leaders in every section of the county and represent each type of farm-
ing and farm organization in the county. All members in the past few 
years made studies of their community conditions and needs and are there-
fore very helpful in formulating our Extension PrograJJl . '.l.'nese selections 
were made by the County and home Agents . 
The following is a list of the members of the Agricultural Committee with 
the communities represented: 
C. F. Blakeney 
'Ill . H. Terry 
D. S . Cone 
1..rs D. M. 1 arren 
Iv.rs. G. V. unson 
1frs . l • z . Bryan 
Lrs. J. D. Livingston 
Joe L. "?olk 




Ts. Bill Stevenson 
Mr . Edward Towne 














Pleasant Mt . 
Sycamore 
7airfax R 1 
lartins 
Fairfax R 1 
Martins 
llendale 
llendalc R 1 
Fairfax R 1 








The County Agricultural Committee with the Col71IIJ.unity gricultural Committee 
has be8n organized as a committee to cover all agricultural programs in the 
county. Representatives come from each community in the county and re-
present every type of fanning in the county and also includes the leader of 
specialized groups such as Soil Conservation and Rural Electrification. 
Sub-Committees: Representatives of the gricultural Committee were placed 
on two sub-committees as follows: 
Farm Labor 
Building: 
G. v. Brunson 
Dunbar Oswald 
R. L.Lightsey 










lvll's. Horace Cone 
Joe L. Folk 
E. M.Dickinson 
:11,frs. G. V. Brunson 
W.I.Smith 
H. C. '.Iyler- Chairman 
T. J.Keller 
J. H. Hewlett 
C. F. Blakeney 
Hrs. w.z . Bryan 
Mrs . Mike Jenkins 
Mrs . F . M. Craddock 
J.B.O'llTeal 
Miss Hicks 
C. B. Searson, Jr., 
W.F. Barnes 
COMMUNITY AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEES 
These community groups are small and correspond more to neighborhoods. 
Due to lack of convenient meeting places we work with the smaller 
groups as communities and do nob have any well defined neighborhoods. 
'Ihe following is a list of the communities organized and the number of 






















































PROGRAM AS HANDLED BY VIDLUNTARY LEADERS IN 1946 
Work on the Program for food, feed and fall production of food and 
feed in the county was handled through our organized Community C(mi-
mittees . Also they helped witntwo county-wide rat exterminating cam-
paigns as sponsored by the Council of Farm ·women. 
Leaders still do not show as much interest as we would like, however 
we are now having regular monthly meetings at night in two of the more 
thickly populated communities at which time ~ilms are shown and pro-
blems of mutual interest discussed. We find this an excellent means 
of obtaining cooperation. 
One Community Outlook meeting was held in the county. Ji t this meet-
ing existing conditions and problems facing farmers were discussed and 
plans made to change methods of fertilization, seeding and cultivation. 
Seven white, and three colored Community meetings were held with all 
committee members and farmers being invited. Plans were outlined at 
each meeting showing farmers how they could cooperate in the program 
and benefit thereby. Local newspapers and business firms cooperated 
in the advertising of this program. 
~ood crops are being pvodu ed'on1an increased scale now that people 
have felt the necessity for same. Gardens vvith a variety of vegetables 
are numerous in all sections. Corn fields, grazing, garden patches, 
and cane patches are ever present in increasing numbers. Farmers now 
know the value of all suco crops and we feel sure they will continue 
to produce food. 
Improved permanent pastures and annual grazing is found on less than 
half' of the farms but a definite increase in both crops show that far-
mers are recoP,nizing the value of these crops in producing their need. 
Canning of fruits and vegetables in large amounts on 90% or more of the 
farms shows·an increase in the amount of fruits and vegetables canned. 
The canning of meat is rapidly incre,.sing in the county but less than 
half of the farmers can meat . 
Peanut acreage in the county was approximately 2,500 acres. Yields 
were satisfactory, Committee members assisted in carrying on 'Jthe 
necessary information to the producers. Farmers tried extra hard to 
increase the peanut yield per acre, but not the acreage. Grade of 
nuts generally is 70 to 80 . 
The peace time Agricultural Program certqinly did prove of benefit to 
many farmers throughout the county. 284 farmers and leaders attended 
the community meetings . 'Ihey spread all information received, to all 
farmers in their neighborhoods. 
9 
A A A ORDERS 
44 farmers have placed orders and received 703 tons of lime . 40 
farmers also have received 248 tons of superphosphate . To date 
189 farmers have received purchase orders and secured 78 tons and 
66 lbs. of Blue Lupine . Vle expect this rto exceed 80 tons shortly. 
Only one farmer has requested Austrian winter peas; these onl y 1,000 
lbs . Blue Lupine in past years has made so much more growth in 
comparison to other legumes that Lupine alone is planted now. ~our 
fanners have secured 2,600 lbs . of Cor.nnon Vetch . 'Ibis has been seed-
ed with small grain for grazing . 
LIMESTONE 
An interesting car1paign to increase the use of lime on t.he farms of 
the county was put on this fall with the aid of t11e Community Com-
mitteemen . Orders have be~n received from 47 farmers for 703 tons 
of lime . Again durins 1947 all of the lime orders have been deliveren . 
SMALL GRAINS 
Farmers are seeding an unusually large acreage to small grains this 
· year . Once again wheat is being planted; this time on a larger 
scale than before. lost farmers no longer plant small areas of wheat 
for home use . n1ey say they can purchase flour cheaper than they can 
produce, harvest, and have milled, their home grown wheat . r owever, 
the price of wheat in comparison to oats is so much more that farmers 
are now growing wheat for the market. ihea t yields are excellent, 
usually giving a per acre net return greater than oats . 
FARM L.BOR 
All work relating to farm labor has been done by the Con .. ri.ty gent , 
since there has been no 1a1 or .ssistant in the county . 
10 
WARTIME AGENCIES ASSISTED BY AGENT 
U. S.D •• Council: This Council is composed of members of all agri-
cultural agencies in the county. The Home and Farm gents are both 
members, with the county agent being president. 
RED CROSS: Rural people are not privileged to come to the surgical 
dressing work centers due to lack of time and transportation. The 
red cross sewing is done in the individual homes. The Home Agent is 
consumer for rural people and Home Demonstration Clubs. During the 
sewing period she carries sewing to the Red Cross Chairman in each 
club at monthly meetings. 'Ihe Farm Agent is Chairman of the Red Cross 
Relief, T. B. and Easter Seal Stax:ips. The Home gent serves as Rural 
Chairman for esch of these sales. 
USES: Have a representative in the county two days a week only. 
He aids anyone in securing a release from one job and helps them in 
securing another. 
VE'IERANS ADMINISTRATION: This offi-ce is under the supervision o:f J. H. 
Hewlett . H. O.'Iyler is in charge of the Veterans Farm Program. G. v. 
Brunson is assistant to Mr • .'.l.y'ler,. The farm and home agents assist 
in outlining plans for veterans who are farming. We also aid in the 
completing of plans. 
SCHOOIS: The 4-H Clubs of /, llendale County are held in the school dur-
ing school hours . School Superintendents, principals, and~teachers 
help with the club period and contest work. When 4-H boys and girls 
are to be away :from school for a day or two, they are counted present at 
school. 
COUNTY HEAL'IH D:SPARTMENT: The County Health Department gives the ex-
aminations fortthe 4-H Health and Health Improvement Contest work. The 
home demonstration clubs sponsor typhoid clinics for white and colored 
in their communities each summer. 'Ihe County Health Nurse and Doctor 
give the shots. Any other community and county work they can be of 
service and help they are ready to cooperate and give service where called 
for. 
11 
EMERGENCY WARTIME ACTIVITIES 
Tne threat of inflation is one of the most serious problems facing the 
farmer today. This was discussed at all of our committee meetings . It 
seems that inflation, in spite of everything said, still goes on. A 
serious scarcity of farm machinery, labor and good farm land on the mar-
ket promotes inflation especially following a good crop year . 
orest fires cause serious dam.age in the county each year and true to form, 
are again appearing . We have a county Fire Protective Association, which 
is under the guidance of J. L. Moody . He has fire-f i ghting er;uipmnt fur-
nished by the State Forest Service and has organized crews to help fire 
control . To date no fires have been reported, so perhaps this organization 
has helped control the setting of fires . Mr . Moody says he is really going 
to inforce all laws pertaining to the setting of fires. Two new fire towers 
have to date been built in the county. W"i th a full time tower many forest 
fires should be better controlled. 
12 
COUNTY EXTENSION ORGANIZATION 
Present Extension Staff 
The following listed agents have served throughout the year as members 
of the Extension Service Staff in llendale County: 
c. B. Searson Jr., 
:rtamie Sue Hicks, 
White Agents 
County Agent 
County Home Demonstration Agent 
The County Agents cooperated closely with the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration and the Soil Conservation Service Programs in Allendale 
County in 1947. '.Ihe following is a list of the personnel who adm:i.mister 
these programs. 
Henry B. Barker, 
G. A. Brodie, 
County Administrative Assistant 
Agricultural Technician SCS 
Negro A.gent 
Negro Agent : Annie ke Butler has served during the year as 
negro Home Demonstration Agent . 
The County Agents cooperate closely with the negro agent in the pro-
gram of work with the negro farm people by assisting in securing spec-
ialists' help demonstrations and program planning. 
Other Agencies 
County Program Planning Committee: The Allendcile Count:, Program Plan-
ning Conmittee for 194~ is listed under 11 0rganization and County Agri-
cultural Committee . 
'Ihe committee acts in an advisory capacity to the county 2 gents in plan-
ning and carrying out the Extension Prognam of Work in Allendale County-• 
In addition tothe program planning committee the following listed or-
ganizations have assisted in carry:i.ng out the 1947 program of work. 
U.S . D. A. Council 
Allendale Builders Club 
Fairfax Lions Club 
13 
llendale County health Department 
Allendale County Soil Conservation ssociation 
County Council of Farm 1 omen 
County Rome Demonstration Clubs 
4-H Club Leaders 
.:.1disto Rural Electric Cooperative 
'l'vfin-States Livestock J ssociation 
liP-rndons Stock Mar ltet 
Saltkehatchie Electric Coonerative 
Farm Bureau 




Product ion & Mar keting Adrninsitnation 
Fa.rm & Home Administration 
County Veterans ,drninistration 
Vocational Agriculture 
Edisto-Savannah Show Commit.tee 
,, PROJECT CTIVITIT.S AND RESULTS 
Agricultural Economic~ 
Work in Agricultural Economics and Farm Eanagement in 1947 in-
cluded Outlook Meetings, complete farm acco1..U1ts, cooperation 
with Farm Credit Agencies and TVA farm planning demonstrations. 
Outlook ifeetings : One Co1..U1ty Outlook meeting wa.s held January l3, 
when .xtension Workers presented Outlook information to seventy 
.farmers of the county. Similar information was also given to one-
h1..U1clred and thirty-six white farmers at seven meetings and one hun-
dred and forty-eight farmers who attended three meetings. 
Complete Farm Records : On e Allehdale County farmer kept complete 
farm and home record during 1947. This record will be submitted to 
the Farm Management Division for analysis. 
List of Complete Farm & Home Record Demonstration- 1947 
Size of farm Predominant 
Naroe Address Acres we of farming 
James B. Brandt Ulmers 537 Cotton-Livestock 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Agencies: The County Agent cooperated thorough-
out the year with the Barnwell Production Credit Association and the Farm 
Security Administration in their work with farmers in Allendale County. 
Advise was given farmers during the year in regard to credit and assistance 
in securing livestock for which loans were made. The following is a sum-
mary of loans made by these agencies in 1947. 
., Summary of Loans I:ade by Production Credit Agencies 
Agrono 
Barnwell Production Credit Association 






$226, 000 .00 
64, 535 .oo 
1290,535.oo 
The Farm Security Administration is under the supervision of John N. Loadholdt . '!'he 
rehabilitation branch has one client and the Tenant Purchase Branch has 230 clients . 
TVA FARM IDUT TEST DENONS'.I'RATIONS 
In cooperation with the Extension Service and the Tennessee Valley .uthority, the 
County Agent established 10 Unit Test demonstrations farms in Allendale County in 
the Spring of 1939 . These farms were established to demonstrate the value of the 
program of land use adjustment in the interest of soil and water conservation. 
Crop and livestock plans were developed for each farm for a period of five years . 
Each farmer was to have kept a complete farm account record of his business trans-
actions . However, due to failure to teep this record and for other reasons nine 
men have dropped from this work. It is hoped it will be possible to replace these 
men in the near future . 
summary of the acreage of crops, pennanent pastures, perennial and annual legumes, 
together with the amounts of,superphosphate and basic slag and used on this farm 
in 1947 is given as follows: 
Acres of crops together with the amount of TVA Superphosphate and 
Basic Slag Demonstration Farms in AD-endale County in 1947, also 
ammonium nitrate used. 
Na.me of Demonstrator 






























PROGRESS REPORT OF THE UNIT-TEST DEMONSTRATION FARM OF 
JAMES B. BRANDT, ALLENDALE COUNTY 
Total 
Rotation Underway 
8.7 Grain, Corn Grain & Grain, Corn Grain & Grain, Corn 
& Beans s. Beans Beans S. Beans Beans 
1.7 Annual G. Annual G. Annual G. Annual G. Annual G. 
Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu 
10.0 Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu 
6.5 Grains. Corn v. Graii.n & s. Corn & v. Gra:in & s. 
Beans Beans Beans Beans Beans 
1.1 H1Site H1Site H1Site H1Site B'Site 
1.7 Truck Grain & s. Truck Gra:in & S. 
Beans Legume Truck 
1.7 Truck Grain & Truck Gra:in & s. Truck 
Corn Legume 
6.8 Cotton Melons Corn & s. Cotton Grain & S. 
Legume t:egume 
7.1 Sericea Sericea Sericea Sericea Sericea 
6.1 Grain & Sericea Sericea Sericea Sericea 
Sericea 
3.9 Cotton Melons Cotton Cotton Corn & s. Leg. 
25.9 P. Pasture P. Pasture P. Pasture P. Pasture P. Pasture 
.2 H1Site H1Site H1Site H1Site H1Site 
13.5 Melons Corn & S. Gra:in & s. Cotton Grain & S. 
Leg. Leg. Leg. 
2.5 Truck T.rnck Corn & s. Truck Truck 
.Leg. 
.1 Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck 
.2 Truck Truck Truck Truck Truck 
6.o Corn & s. Cotton Melons Cotton Corn & s. Leg. 
Leg. · 
22.0 Melons Cotton Cotton Cott on Corn & S.Leg. 
11.0 P.Pasture P. Pasture P.Pasture P.Pasture P.Pasture 
7.4 Corn & s. Cotton t:orn & S. Gra:in & s. Corn 
Leg. fleg. Leg. 
7 .o Corn & s. Grain & s. JJ.elons Melons Corn & S. Leg. 
Leg. Leg. 
11.7 Melons Corn & S. Cotton Grain & S. Corn & s. Leg. 
Leg. Leg. 
3.2 Corn & S. Grain & s. Cotton Melons Corn & S. Leg., 
Leg. Leg. 











PROGRESS REPORT OF THE UNIT- TEST DEMONS'IRA.TION FARM OF 
JAMES B. BRANDT, LLENDALE COUNTY 
Total P.otation Underwal 
Acres y y 
1.4 Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu 
15.2 Sericea Sericea Sericea Sericea 
5.5 Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu 
7 • .s Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu Kudzu 
4.4 Corn & P. Corn & P. S. Leg. S. Leg . 
Pasture Pasture 
22 . 7 Grain & S. Grain & s • . 1.lelons Corn & S. 





Corn & P. 
Pasture 






Since Mr. Brandt I s entry into the probram has has used a total of 
23,000 pounds of Triple Superphosphate. This material was used as 
follows: 
Permanent Pasture 5 Yrs. Supply 23 .9 Acres 
8.6 Acres 
10.0 .f\cres 
10 .0 Kudzu 
5.o Sericea 
Summer Legumes l Yrs. Supply 
Permanent Pastures 150 # per acre- 1945 
10 .0 Oats for grazing 
12.5 Acres Grazing 
1 75 # per acre- 1945 
100 :// per acre- 1945 
165 # per acre- 1945 
400 # per acre- 1947 
rr . Brandt also applied 126 . 22 tons of limestone and 25 tons of Ba.sic Slag 
on these same fields. The slag being used during 1945. 
Prior to entry into the program of test-demonstration in 1939, I!r . Brandt 
grew a total of 67 acres of cotton, 57 acres of corn, .3.5 acres of truck 
(cucumber and watermelons) two acres of oats, five acres of legumes and had 
24 .6 acres of idle land. In 1947 he grew 3J. acres of cotton, 30 acres of 
corn, ,o acres oats, 50 acres wheat, 50 acres peanuts, 6 acres kudzu, 30 
acres rye, 40 acres peas, 7Q?cres watermelons, 7 .5 acres cucU!llberx, 30 acres 
crotalaria, 50 acres kobe, ~ acres sericea, 40 acres soybeans and grain 
sorghum for grazing and 50 acres of permanent pasture and one acre of general 
garden crops for home use . 
Improvements: Since entering the program 10 acres of land have been fenced 
for hogs and one acre for poultry. 
The following buildings and improvements have been constructed: Built syrup 
shed, poultry house, mule stable , 3 tenant houses out of timber cut from 
farm and put in a deep well and pump and water system; built a machinery shed, 
and purchased three tractors, ome combine, built storage barn and farm store , 
and has completed a new modern farm home costing •.!i>l0,000 • .,.~ 
Acres and Production of Specified crops grown on the Unit- '.f'est Demonstration 
Farm of James B. Brandt, 1947 follows on next page : 
~cres and production of Specified Crops, grown on the Unit-Test 








Kobe Lespedeza (Combined) 


















































Crops, Feed, & etc. 
Ifu.chinery & tools 
'ti'arm R0,.,r->tnts 
Coton & Coton Seed 
Garden & Truck Crops 







Silfr:ARY OF ~~  BUSINESS 

























































~~17, 900 .69 
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SID.1l'JA...'Fl.Y OF FARM BUSINESS ( Continued) 





Interest (4 per cent on average of 











Soil Conservation wor ~ for the year was in cooperation with the 
Edisto Soil Conservation District, which includes Allendale County . 
The Soil Conservation Service is cooperating v"it 1 the district and 
a technician is assigned to this county. Soil Conservation meet-
ings and demonstrations are planned and held :hn cooperation with 
the Soil Conserv~tion Service Technicians working in the county . 
DISmICT FA! • PLANS: During the yea:r 1947 district farm plans have 
been prepared by the Soil Conservation Service Technicians working 
in the county . This brings to a total 286 farm plans in the county. 
Soil Conservation Service Teclmicians estimate that 2.5% of the soil 
conservat·Lon practices planned on these farms have been established. 
TERRACING: Theae are, and have been, no power terracing units oper-
ating in the county. 
FA.R.1:ER BUILT TERRACES: This year 300 acres have been terraced on 20 
farms by farmers with their ovm far- m equipment . Farmers use regular 
farm tractors and disc tillers to make terraces. By making several 
trips they can construct aey type terrace desired . So far all farmers 
report very satisfactory results from this type built terrace. 85 farms 
have approximately 4945 acres terraced. 
FAR.M DRA.INAGE : 
ating with ihe 
tioned here . 
ation between 
No drainage surveys have been made for farmers cooper-
district by the Soil Conservation Service Technicians sta-
There are no farm drainage or drainage canals in cooper-
the Soil Conservation Districts and Drainage Ditricts . 
:'ITD' SPREAD ESTABLISHMENT OF SOIL CONSERVATION PRACTICES: During the 
winter and spring months the county agents cooperating with the soil 
conservation'technicians in the county held community meetings on the 
establishing of soil conservation practes in addition to farms under 
district agreements . As a results of these meetings and follow up visits , 
we helped many farmers establish kudzu and kobe lespedeza fields . ~armers 
planted 44 acres of kudzu, 1000 acres of kobe and So acres of fescue. 
1lEI: TINGS,.. '.roURS- DEJ ONSTRATIONS: During the year, two community meet-
ings were held to explain to the farmers what as sistance they c011ld 
receive through the soil conservation district program. Feld one forage 
school and two demonstrations on dynF...mite ditching. 
,. 
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1-uc~ work has been done by both the Soil Conservation Technician 
and the Count.y Agent in getting permanent pastures improved and 
drained. 'ie found that the heavy discing carpet grass pastutes 
tends to break the sod sufficient for lespedeza growth, and are 
now recommending discing every two or three years and reseeding 
with kobe at the rate of 30 lbs. per acre along with 400 to 500 
lbs. of complete fertilizer per acre . 
su.::ARY OF SOIL CONSERVATION WORK : The tables on the following 
pages give a summary (1) Extensmon Educational ctivities, (2) 
Extension Demonstrations in Establishing Soil Conservation Prac-
tices, and (3) a su:mrrary of all Soil Conservation Practices es-













SOIL COHSER.V. TIN llEPOJ.T FORM NO . l 
Educational ctivities , Soil Conservation 
llendale County 
December 1, 19 6- r~ovember 30, 1947 
onthly group conference 
agricultural workers 
Con,.munity educational ePt:in0 s 
held within dis+ ~ icts 
·ethod denonstrations (establishing 
practices) 
eet:ings at result demonstrations 
Co1mty • gen ts assist f1.rm planning 
:!:nfornational circular letters 
Informational news articles 
Soil Conservation eY~hibits 
County gents meet:ing with 
District Supervisor 
District Soil Conservation pro-
gram with 4-li clubs 



















12 . CountJr or community meetings held 
13 . 
on soil conservation district orga.n-
ization 
Informational Radio oadcast 
•Orm J.JO • 2 
Q 
0 0 
Extension Denonstrations tstablish:ing Soil Conservation actices 
llendale, County 












Perennial lespedeza (meadow strips and field plantings 
Kudzu (meadow strips and field plantings 
Strip cropping 
Permanent pasture 
Sununer and winter annual cover crops 
Terrace construction 
Terrace maintenance 
Joodlot manaie.ment d monstrations 
ForestrJ practices demonstrations 
Forestry plantings 
Soil Conservation Report Form }o . 3 
Summary of Soil Cons9rvation Practices Established in 












(Includes fa·ms under district agreement, wide- spread application of soil con-
servation practices b;r the district, extension demonstrations and others) 
District farm plans 1947 
1. District farm plans _2B6._ 
2. App~oved rotations (acres) 1335 
J . Strip rotations 0 
4. Kudzu planting§ (acres) hlL 
5. Lespedeza Sericea (acres) 223 
6. Pasture improved 172 
7. Trees planted 47 






Soil Co ri.servation Report Form No. 2 
(C:ontinued) 
Terracing (acres) 
Tuns of l:une (AP.A conservation ma.terial 
and others) 





J . J . 
G. O. 
J . . 
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RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 
tith the war restriction off two new rural power lines are being con-
structed. One by the '-?. . E. • and one b~r the S . C. Power Co . Both of 
these lines had been approved before the war, but construction was de-
layed. 
FARM :'.:;CUIPI __ NT AlID STRUG'I'URES 
SILOS: One new silo was constructed during 1947 on the farm of .1 .• 
1~rren. I'he followin~ table gives number, kind and capacity of ones 
in use . 
SILOS IN USE DURING 1947 
Crop 
f,oaterial Used Ca acitv Tons 'Cs ,d 
t<'urse Concreste Stave lhO tons Hegari 
Thomas Concrete Stave 140 tons Pop Corn 
?urse oncrete Stave 140 tons Hegari 
Dunbar Oswald Concrete Stave 140 tons Pop Corn 
1 ,. • _. ,arren Concrete Stave 140 tons Hegari 
TOTALS 700 tons 
Several farmers have secured Southern Farm Building Plan Book direct from the 
government printing office in iashington; we therei'ore do not have a complete 
record of plans furnished . 
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FARM M!\CHINERY 
Care and 'Repair of H'arm tachinery : ith new equipment very short , the 
care and repair of machinery now on hand becomes more important., Farmers 
have been as isted in securing repairs and borrowing equipment when nec-
essary. 
Combine Harvesting : With labor so critically short, combine are playing a 
major role in harvesting . Lany acres of small grains, kobe and sericea 
lespedeza, cowpeas and crotalaria, were successfully harvested in the county . 
SUITLiary Legume Seed Barvested By Combine 
Name L Observations 
J . D.'Rouse Crotalaria 100 10, 000 Excellent 
Dunbar Oswald Sericea 50 60, 000 Excellent 
E. U . Dickinson Sericea 15 12 , 000 Excellent 
J . • i3ryan Lupine 12 6 , 000 Excell:ent 
\ .F . Barnes Lupine 20 16 , 000 Excellent 
Harry Y'"arren Lupine 20 10,000 Excellent 
Dunbar Oswald Lupine 25 16 , 000 Excellent 
J .D.Rouse Lupine 10 10,000 Excellent 
G. V. Brunson Lupine 3 4, 000 Excellent 
J . • Barker Lupine 5 7,500 Excellent vr . J . Youmans Lupine 50 20, 000 Excellent 
B. C. Pendarvis Lupine 40 28, 000 Excellent 
H. L.Haskell Lupine 45 30 , 000 Excell ent 
J . }! . Thomas Cow Peas 20 160 Bu. Excellent 
Grain Sorghums 
Several farmers tried Hegari in rows following small grains for grazing . Excellent 
results were obtained even though no yield records are availabl e . 
Farmers Using Grain Sorghum For Grazing 
i:rame Acres 
J . J . Furse 12 Hegari 35 Bu . 
J . I . Rryan 20 Hegari 20 Bu. 
J . B. Brandt 3 Hegari 50 Bu. 
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Cotton 
Five- ere Cotton Improvement Demonstrations: Thirteen farmers entered the 
five-acre cotton improvement contest this year, and completed their project. 
A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
Summary Results Five- ere Cotton Improvement Demonstrations 
Lbs. Lbs. Value Cost Net Seed 
Cotton . Pro.fit 
James B. Frandt u,64o 4,190 , 1;582.89 , 553.53 $1,029.36 
J. W.Bryan ll,188 4,028 1,521.69 510.20 l,Oll,49 
W.F.Barnes 11,055 3,980 1,503.54 356.96 1,146.58 J. D.Rouse 10,925 3,932 1,485.51 484.48 1,001.03 J. A. Barker 
J. J.Furse 10,139 3,650 1,378.89 418.36 960.53 
if . F. Barnes Jr 9,225 3,320 1,254.31 410.65 843.66 
Ovren Brant 9,170 3,300 1,246.71 412.56 834.15 
S. c. 0 1Neal 8,600 3,095 1,169.21 441.54 727.67 
Jimmie Harter 7,735 2,784 1,05'1.45 455.55 595.90 
Ralph F . Allen 6,575 2,367 894.17 463.09 431.08 
G. A. Sanders 6,400 2,304 873.65 307.66 565.99 
1Y. B.Allen 6,315 2,273 858.69 451.77 406.92 6,170 2,220 838.77 301.78 536.99 
TODUS U5,137 41,443 15,659.48 5,568.13 9,991.35 
AVERAGE TOTAIS 
RECHECHS FOR COUNTY PRIZES 
James B. Brandt ll,010 3,964 1,497.47 553.53 943.94 
W. F.Barnes Jr. 9,715 3,507 1,324.00 412.56 9ll.44 
J. W. Bryan 9,585 3,li.49 1,302.94 510.20 792.74 
% 
int 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 ilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Coters 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 ilt Resistant 
36 Cokers 100 Wilt Resistant 
A VE.RAGE YIELDS LINT PER ACRE 
A VJi'....RAGE VALUE PER ACF.E 
3 
204.16 
AVERAGE COUNTY YIELD 2 3 lbs• 
VEAAGE COUNTY LINT VALUE PER ACRE 84.16 
Summary Cotton Contest Records 1932-1947: The following is a yearly summary of the re-
sults of the Five-Acre Cotton Contest demonstrations in llendale County f or the period 
1 1932-194711 
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Summary Results Cotton Contest Demonstration 1932-1947 
No. Lbs. Lint Value ~ost Profit Year Dem. Per Acre n-- A--- er Acre Per Acre 
1932 11 299 ~~23.91 $15.16 $8.75 1933 2 520 60.24 21.24 1934 39.00 7 351 57.88 24.28 33.60 1935 6 429 62.19 27.62 34.59 1936 10 
1937 7 
505 81.98 31.88 50.10 
1938 5 405 49.08 30.20 18.18 
1939 11 774 83.94 40.58 43.36 
1940 13 
519 60.00 31.02 28.98 623 74.90 35.95 38.95 1941 9 545 1942 2 118.16 36.69 81.47 667 161.33 1943 2 747 151.00 
45.30 116.03 
1944 6 47.24 103.43 
1945 10 765 160.65 54.18 113 .17 
1946 13 
650 131.86 60.11 72.55 
1947 674 287.40 87.03 200.38 13 637 2h0.9l 85.66 155.25 
The five-acre cotton improvement demonstrations have been an important factor in im-
proving quality of cotton produced in the county during the past few yeao! and also 
in increasing the average productions per acre. Yields during 1947 areJgood due to un-
favorable weather. All cotton figured at 32¢; seed at $65.oo. 
Improved Seed: 'Ihe campaign to improve the seed of cotton planted in the county was con-
tinued this year. 'Ihe following amounts of seed were purchased direct from breeders 
during 1946. 
10 t ons Cokers 100 W'ilt Latest Strain 
2 t ons .warretts fuite Gold 
Several farmers purchase seed each year direct from Breeders of which 2 have no re-
cord. These seed were in addition to the other seed in the county and two years 
from the Breeder. 
The entire county was organized into a one-variety county during 1945 with seven gins 
cooperating. However during 1947 only 5 gins posted bonds thereby being qu.cµified 
to submit samples for free grade and staple service. 
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Legumes for Hay 
Three farmers cut kobe for hay and report excellent results. 100,000 lbs. 
of kobe seed were seeded in the spring of 1946 in Allendale County. s a 
result of these seed local farmers do not now have to purchase very many kobe 
seed. L~stead Allendale County farmers have seed for sale. 
Name 
J. M. Thomas 
J . B. Brandt 
H. J . Kinard 





Summary Lespedeza Seed Production Demonstrations 
Pounds 
l\T!:lmo ,1\,.-.'l"p~ u~.,..; .... +.,~ .C.:PPn -
Dunbar Oswald So Sericea 60,000 









Crotalaria For Seed: Crotalaria for seed production demonstrations were concuctec 
tltllis year. These seed were harvested with a combine with satisfactory results. 




Sum.~ary Crotalaria for Seed Production 
Cro 






Extra late frost and mild weather have retarded the ripening of crotalaria seed makin 
t he harvesting of seed very difficult. 
Sur.unary of Blue Lupine for Seed Production 
Pounds Pounds per 
Name ed 
J. w. Bryan 12 Blue Lupine 6,000 500 :[. F. Barnes 20- Blue Lupine 16,000 800 Harry .:arren 20 Blue Lupine 10,000 500 Dun bar Oswald 25 Elue Lupine 16,000 604 J. D. Rouse 10 Blue Lupine 10,000 l,COO 
G. v. ~runson 3 Blue Lupine 4,000 1,333 J. . Barker 5 ue Lupine 7,500 1,500 
I o J. Youmans 50 Blue Lupine 20,000 400 r., ,., Pendarvis 40 Elue Lupine 28,000 100 . '..J • 
II . L. Haskell 45 Blue Lupine 30,000 666 
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Pennanent Pastutes 
Permanent Basture Demonstrations: The campaign for increasing per-
manent pastures in Alendale County during 1947 was continued. 
total of 290 lbs. of Alta Fescue and 40 lbs. of Subterranean Clover 
seed were bought by the County Agent for pasture seedings. 
Eany tons of Kobe Lespedeza were seeded during 1947. I have no ac-
curate record of this however as farmers are now able to buy these 
seed localy. 
J . ~~  Thomas again applied complete fertilizer to his permanent pas-
ture of carpet grass , kobe, and dalas grass with excelent re-
sults. This now is a gneral practice vvith Mr. Thomas. 
Two complete pasture demonstrations were established in 1945 along 
with the help of Mr. Craven and Mr. Redfern to determine what fer-
tilizer mixtures are most effective on grady ponds that have been 
cleared and drained, are being continued. Each demonstration con-
sisted of five acres, each acre of which received a different fert-
ilizer treatment. Treatment are as folows: 
1 
125 lbs. of 
super pho spba te, 
75 lbs. murate of 
potash, 
100 lbs. of 16% nitrogen, 
1000 lbs. of basic slag. 
50 lbs. of 
super phospahte 
150 lbs. of 
potash, 
100 lbs. of 
16% nitrogen 
1000 lbs. basic slag 
250 lbs. of 
superphospahte 
1000 lbs. of 
basic slag 
250 lbs. o 
superphos-
phate 




1.5 tons of limestone per acre had previously been applied. This previousl 
was a ca~pet grass pasture but t hey were thoroughly disked and smoothed be-
fore being seeded to the recommended pasture mixture of dalas grass, kobe 
lespedeza, and white dutch clover. 
One complete pasture demonstration was conducted on the farm of James B.Br 
of Ulmers, using the above fertilizer ap lications and seeding. iesults of 
this demonstration wil be found on ~he folowinp pages: 
The pasture demonstration started on the farm of Dudley 'Rouse, Luray, S . Co 




,James B. Brandt, Allendale County 
II II 
N tr 1 11 
II It 
No . 1 
(1) Carpet grass growth good 
(2) Dallas grass grmrth good 
2 
(3) 1·11i te Dutch Clover growth very good 
(4) Lespedeza growth very good 
(5) Viror very good 
(6) Excellent Weed Control 
(7) Very good pasture rating 
No . 2 
(1) C· .rpet grass growth very good 
(2) Dallas erass growth good 
(3) ite Dutch growth very good 
(4) Lespedeza growth very good 
(5) Vigor very good 
(6) Excellent weed control 
(7) Very good pasture 
No . 3 
(1) Carpet Grass solid mat 
(2) Dallas poor 
(3) '~ite Dutch poor 
(4) Le, pedeza poor 
(5) Vie;or poor 
(6) Exccllemt weed control 











4 II 5 II 
II ti N 
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Page 2 James B. TTandt 
No . L. 
(1) Carpet grass grov.th very good 
( 2) Dallas grass grOV'rth very good 
(3) White dutch clover growth very good 
(4) Lespedeza growth very good 
(5) Vigor very good 
(6) Zxcellent weed control 
(7) Very good pasture 
No . 5 
(1) Carpet grass growth very good 
(2) Dallas grass growth very good 
(3) \ij1ite dutch growth very good 
(4) Lespedeza growth very good 
(5) 7i6or very good 
(6) Excellent weed control 
(7) Very good pasture 
Note : Cattle grazing on this pasture arc fat and cooperator is high-
ly pleased. This pasture shmved slow response to treatments during 
1945 and 1946 seasons but progress this season has been most satisfactory. 
,~11 grasses and legumes are in a vigorous growing condition and are not 
over-grazed . 'l"}hite dutch and Dallas grass h"'ve thickened outstandingly 
since last se8son and are very vigorous. The grass is not vi orous and 
legumes are scattered and of poor vigor on the check plot . Very little 




Five corn production demonstrations were conducted during 1947 to det-
ermine favorability of hybrid corn to this section. 
A summary of these demonstrations follows: 
HYBRDJ DEMONSTRATIONS 
Date of Soil 
McCurdy 1001M Norfolk 400 # 5-10-5 
Flat Yellow 1 May 20 Loam 125 # Soda 
Funks Norfolk 500 # 5-10-5 
Truckers Favorite 1 April 10 Clay Loam 200 # Soda 
McCurdys 1005W Norfolk 400 # 4-10-6 
White .5 May 20 Loam 150 # Soda 
Funks G 790W 1.5 April 15 Norfolk , , 400 # 4-10-6 
Loam 200 # Soda 








OBSERVATIONS: Apparently Hybrid corns stand dry spells better than other open 
pollinated varieties. The ears generally are smaller in size, more numerous on 
t he stalks, however weevil damage is more severe. Stalks stand more wind than 
regular varieties. To date farmers are growing several varieties of hybrid corn 
successfully. However, due to the poor shuck coverage and excess weevil damage 
the majority of hybrid corn now grown in Allendale County is hogged off. 
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Animal Husbandry 
An~1al husbandry work in Allendale County in 1947 consisted in ed-
ucational demonstration work with swine and beef cattle . 
Swine 
Tne program of demonstration work with hogs included placing pure-
bred boars, hog feeding management and meat curing . 
Purebred Sires : Twelve purebred s:i.res were placed this year . 
Record of Purebred Boars Placed 
J 
R. R. Speaks 2 Duroc 
s . J . Deere l Duroc 
F. P. Cone 3 Duroc 
J . J . Bush l Duroc 
"·. E. Carter 1 Duroc B. B. Best 1 Duroc 
Ben Bro'Wil l Duroc 
{ . E . H,:i.zel l Duroc 
J . M.Dunbar 1 Duroc 
H. O. McLin 1 Duroc 
All boars placed were of sufficient age and size to be ready for service . 
~11 boars were Durocs and can be noted above. I feel that this is a dir-
ect result of having a reliable breeder of purebred hogs in the connty . 
l'T . 1V. F. Barnes and Son are raising and selling purebred Durocs of the 
des:i.rable type . To date they have had one purebred auction at which boars 
averaged ~72 .50 and gilts )90 . 00 
Six farmers were given help in securing purebred gilts 0 
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Record of Gilts Placed 
Name 
Cecil J:.ranuel 3 Duroc R. R. Speaks 4 Duroc 
R. B: . Porter 1 Duroc 
i:;i • C • Craddock 2 Duroc Ben Drown l Duroc EEdwin Priester 1 Duroc 
.. 
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Summary Boars Placed 1933-1947 

















As a result of this work it is esti.JJiated that there are 40 purebred boars in 
service in Allendale Co1ll1ty in 1947. 
Animal Husbandry (Continued) 
Hog Feeding and ~anagement: Hog feeding has increased in the county during 
the year, as farmers have endeavored to meet the production goals set by the 
department . Commercial protein supplement is being used since fish meal is 
not available . Many acres of corn is being hogged down . Since soft pork has 
not been disco1ll1ted lately, farmers are again grazing peanuts . 
Farmers report excellent results where they plant corn and peanuts or corn and 
soybeans together and hog off. This certainly s 'lves labor during an emergency. 
Ho.g production has certainly increased in the past few months . Almost every 
farmer, large or small, is feeding out quite a few pigs . 'Ihese feedings were 
largely secured from local markets as most farmers sold out their hogs for ex-
cellent prices during the meat shortage . 
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. Animal Husbandry ( Continued) 
Our chief problem in hog production is the control of internal and 
external parasites . Unnecessary losses occur daily from carless-
ness in sanitation. Much educational work is being done and still 
has to be done on sanitation. Generally farmers ignore all advise 
until trouble starts, then they, for a short while, follow all re-
commendations , but when the trouble clears up, they forget o 
Hog Marketing: All marketing of hogs this year was done by the Fair-
fax and Ehrhardt Auction Markets . Prices in line with cooperative 
markets have been paid. 
keat Curing: The program of home killing and curing of meat has been 
continued this year and farmers have been urged to avoid spoilage of 
meat by having it cured in the local cold storage plants. These com-
panies have been doing a good job of curing and the farmers are ap-
preciating, more each year , this service . A summary of meat cured in 
cold storage since 1937 f ollows; 
SUMMARY OF MEAT CURED IN ALLENDALE COUNTY 1936 .. 1947 
Pounds Meat 
1935-36 187 45, ooo 
1936-37 265 85,ooo 
1937-38 360 95, ooo 
1~38-39 485 1)5,ooo 
1939-40 563 107, 000 
1940-41 575 130,000 
1941-42 590 14~,ooo 
1942-43 · 853 125,962 
1943-44 700 150,870 
1944-45 
-l !t45-46 443 72 , 7.51 
1946-47 235 43,158 
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Beef Cattle 
Beef Cattle work in Allendale County in 1947 included placing 
purebred bulls and beef management . 
Purebred Bulls Placed: Two purebred bulls were placed with far-
mers this year . h summary of these bulls placed is as follows : 
Summary Beef Bulls Placed 1947 
name 
U. B.Loadholdt 








9 Ho . 
Pric 
'600 . 00 
100 . 00 
• 
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The .following table gives a sum.~ry of Beef Bulls placed since 1930 
SUMUtARY BE:F BULLS PU.CED 1930- 1947 
1930 2 0 2 
1931 1 0 1 
1932 0 0 0 
1933 0 1 1 
1934 0 0 0 
1935 1 0 1 
1936 8 2 10 
1937 3 0 3 
::!.938 4 0 h 1939 6 0 6 
1940 1 1 2 
1941 6 0 6 
1942 6 0 6 
1943 7 0 7 1944 7 0 7 1945 6 0 6 
1946 4 0 4 1947 2 0 2 
a 
As a result of Extension work in placing purebred bulls it is estimated tba 
there are 45 bulls in service in the county during 1947 • 
Beef Herd Management: 3 farmers of the county followed recommendations of 
livestock specialist in regard to breeding and creep feeding of calves . 
These were J . 1~. Thomas, Fairfax, N~1'mlan Harter, Fairfax, and N .B.Loadhol dt , 
Fairfax . 
Silage ];>reduction: 'I.Wo farmers produced sialge this year for their use 




J . fi . Furse 




Concrete Stave Pop Corn 







Two new dairies have been set up in the county during 1947. .Ho 
Warren has a modern dairy barn erected near illendale. le is at 
present milking nine Holstines and selling milk wholesale in Charles-
ton. 
J.B. Brandt of Ulmers has recently purchased thirty Guernsey heifers 
that should :freshen in January and Febr11ary . He plans to huild a 
modern dairy barn also and sell his milk in Charleston. 
Summary Silage Production Dairying 
Materials 
J..... M. /'farren Concrete Stave Hegari 140 
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NARRATIVE REPORT OF lt-H COUNCIL - 1947 
The Allendale 4-H County Council will be two yeara old December 81 
1947. I feel that we as members have grown in membership, leadership, 
cooperation, and experience. 
We have had four meetings during the year which includes two ex-
ecutive board meetings, one officer and leadership tra:i:ning meeting, the 
fall and spring meeting combined into one 4-H Council and Parent night 
Meeting January 30., 1947. 
I must tell you some of the highlights of our 4-H Council and Parent 
Night1 In attendance there were 275 4-H boys., girls, and Parents present 
at the Fairfax Community House. The Fairfax Home Demonstration Club was 
hostess to the 4-H•ers and their parents. 
The hall was elaborately decorated in the 4-H colors of green am 
white. Several 4-H flags and emblems were displayed on the walls. The 
tables were arranged in the shape of a large H. Smilax with white (dipped) 
berries on white covers were arranged artistically on the tables. On the 
guest table, which was the cross of the H, white lighted candles burned. 
White narcissus and ferns were used on the stage on 'Which a very interesting 
program of songs., talks, and demonstrations were given during the course 
of a barbecue supper. 
The supper consisted of barbecue with rice, slaw, pickles and hot 
rolls with coffee for adults and cocoa for 4-H•ers. The president of 
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4-H Council and Home Agent contacted the Bank of Allendale and Fairfax, 
Council of Farm Women, Fairfax: Lions Club, Allendale Builders Cl.ub and 
Drake Edens Food Stores, who contributed liberal:cy- to the supper. The 
Farm Agent and two fathers prepared the barbecue. 
During the evening a farmer, interested in 4-H work, gave a pure-bred 
Duroc pig to an outstanding 4-H boy• Next year he is giving a pig to the 
outstanding 4-H girl. 
Miss Eloise Johnson, Girl's Club Agent, was present and led the group 
in 4-H pledge. The singing was led by Romaine Smith, Boys• Club Agent. 
Mr. D. W. Watkins, Director of Extension Service, spoke to the group on !l-H 
ownership. 
There has been much evidence of team work between 4-H boys and their 
fathers in raising calves, and other projects such as corn, potatoes and 
poultry. Quite a bit of interest was shown in the judging teams of boys 
and girls for the Fat Stock Show held in Fairfax. Their judging showed that 
much effort and study had been made. 'lhe 4-H Boys team was the winning team 
in the district. 
This team work is also noticeable between 4-H girls and their mothers. 
Many projects in gardening, canning, sewing, home beautification., and poultry 
been 
raising have/carried on with outstanding results. 
Of course 4-H'ers want,and need,recreation. Parents and Home Demon-
stration Clubs spoasor parties, picnics., community singing, and picture 
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shows in their respective communities. Two communities abserve "Community 
Night" once each month. Parents attend these meetings with the 'boJJs and 
girls. Demonstrations and picture shows pertaining to farm, home, gardening, 
and poultry are given. After the meeting there is some form of recreation. 
Refreshments are served. One Community serves refreshments that are in 
season and that are produeed in the counnunity. For example, on one occassion, 
baked potatoes were served. At another time they had a watermelon cutting. 
In August peanuts will be ready and they plan to have a peanut boiling. 
Our boys and girls earnestlJ' practice good heal.th habits. We think 
of doctors and nurses among our best friends. We visit them often at 
clinics and health centers to be sure that we are keeping physi~ fit. 
Through the efforts of Home Demonstration Clubs and Council of Farm 
Women, Allendale County sponsors a Traveling Library of which farm boys 
and girls are persistant readers. 
Among the activities of the year we must not leave out camping season. 
This yea:r 36 boys and 2 leaders, 25 girls and 2 leaders attended Camp Long. 
Two boys and two girls attended Conservation Ca.mp at Camp Bob Cooper July 21, 
1947. 
I wnat to take this opportunity to thank every eouncil member, Home 
and County Agents, 0.f.ficers, .Leaders, Sponsors and others interesred in 
4-H work for their splendid cooperation and efforts in making our Council 
a success. It is through such a spirit that we build for a better future. 
RespectfullJ' sul:mdtted, 
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Summary Calf Club Work 1947 
No. Days Gain In Total Total 
am Profit 
Ina Kinard 1 170 395 f;p216 .30 .::>163 .32 ~~ 52 . 98 
La.Gree Johns 1 343 390 287 . 75 137 . 74 150 .01 La.Verne Kinard 1 308 125 185.50 195 . 25 . 25 Edwin Priester 1 365 835 198 .90 95.50 103.40 Owen Barker 2 900 660 289 .37 165.oo 124.37 Causey Youmans 2 300 535 525 .18 319 . 00 206 .18 
8 2386 2940 ·~1, 702 .90 ,,l, o64 . 81 ·:637 .19 
N. Brunson Loadholdt won second and third prizes and J . 1.. Thomas won ..:'ourth and 
f i f th prizes in the pen of three class . Newton B. Loadholdt won 1st and J . M. 
Thomas 2nd in the pen lo ts • 
1Tame 
N. B. LQadholdt Jr., 
N. B. Loc> dholdt Jr . , 
J. M. Thomas 
J. M. Thomas 
N. B. Loadholdt Sr. 

















rice Per 100 
'~24 .00 
24 . 00 
2a .ae 
22 . 85 




I'iscellaneous : During 1947 thirty Burdizzio demonstrations and 
three dehorning demonstrations were given. 
Entomology and Plant Pathology 
Extension work in Entomology and Plant Pathology included work in in-
sects and diseases of plants and animals . 
Crop Diseases 
Dust Treatment of Seeds: The treating of planting seed of small grain 
and cotton re used in all communities and has become a general prac-
tice in llendale County. i etal drums are used in all connnuni ties for 
this purpose . 1he Southern Cotton Oil Co . , in llendale County kept 
materials on hand and treated seed at cost for those farmers who brought 
them in. Some of the large .farmers carried their seed to ugusta and 
had them delinted . and treated by oil mills there . 
Planting seed of sweet potatoes were all treated with Bora.R before bed-
ding . Results show that Borax is 100 % satisfactoryo 
l:osiac Resistant Sugar Cane: .s a result of the 6, 000 stalks of 00- 290 
cane seed donated b4 r the .Pe tigreed Seed Co . , Hartsville, S . C. four 
years ago, /, llendale County ±'armers will have an adequate syrup supply • 
. ot only is the cane mosiac resistant, but it produces well, on drier 
less :ertile soils than other varieties . 
Boll Weevil Control: The campaign for the control of the boll weevil 
through the use of ;!:-1-1 uoison mixture was continued this year . i .any 
±'armers again used the sweet poison and excellent results were obtained . 
,armers using dust were well satisfied. One farmer used B H C - DDT 
with excellent results . 
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Il~S3CTS A.ND RODENTS 
t:ouse Control in Melon Fields : ·ren demonstrations in the use of 
poison to control :nice damage to melon ields were conducted in 1947. 
lkaloid strychnine treated steam rolled oats was the bait was from 
a Government labaratory in Idaho . The results of B.sing the poisoned 
rolled oats were very satisfactory. 
Dusting is becoming more popular and fairnners are buying power dusters 
to control the boll weevil . 
Cattle Louse Control: Pyro-dust continues to be used generally by farmer 
in the county for the control of lice. Dusting is recommended in the 
fall and winter months and good results have been noted on all herds ex-
amined . Fifty pounds of dust were used by farmers in the county last 
year. This was in addition to the 50'6 wettable DDT that was used . 
Screw Worm Control: The screw worm continues to be a serious pest in 
the county . Control measures are well known and the farmers kept close 
check on animals and treat as soon as infestation begins . Screw worms 
were not as bad as usual this fall . Using smear 62, proved very effect-
ive and easy to apply . Farmers report complete control when smear 62 is 
used. One treat.111ent being all necessary usually. 
~ence Post Preservation : Yence post treated with copper sulphate in 1939 
and in use since that time were observed to be partially decayed now. 
lpproximately 20% of these posts are of no further use . 
FORESTRY 
orestry :Xtension 11 ork in llendale County included work in the ood-
land management, planting, and fire protection. 
oodland !-anagement : One survey of farm woodlands was made by the or-
est Service for the purpose of recom• ending marketing and management 
practices . This demonstration was as follows : 
E . Bellinger 40 Acres 
5o 
Farmers Having Timber or Selective cutting 
No . cres No , cres JTo. Cords 
i:::wroined Hor 
'-'. Bellinger 40 25 43 
I'OTlJS 40 25 
County gent cooperated with the Soil Conservation Service and the Forestry 
Service in promoting the planting of forest trees in the county. Farmers 
placed orders with the '<'orest Service for 140,000 seedlings . 
Cork Plantings: 2,700 cork acorns were planted in ihe coun"bJ during 1947 . .. ine 
trees are reported to be growing from same . 
~ire Protection: county-wide fire protective association has been formed ,nth 
Leon , oody as fire warden. He with the help of two full time tower men and a 
fire i'ighting crew equipped with a tractor and fire plow have been doing a very 
good job of controlling fires . Only a very few f ires have been reported to date 
t 11is fall. 1owever, during the past winter and spring Many acres of woodlands 
were burned. 
Pulpvmod: The County gent served on a local pulpwood co :mittee to help keep 
farmers inf ormed as to the neGd and prices of pulpwood; largely through local 
newspapers . The cutting of pulpwood in this county has reached serious propor-
tions . :·any stands of young fast growine timber have been utterly destroyed . 
4-H Forestry: Two regular forestry progr were presented at club meetings . 
rbor Day: One Cork Oak Seedling ,.-as planted at our Arbor Day exercise this 
year . -"orty people ,. ere present. 
1<'ive- ere ?ulpwood Thiruing Contest: Jeing unable to ind farmers having pine 
ti.rnber lands eli__-ible ... or entry in the .five-acre pulpwood thinning contest, I 
have no entries vfrom this county . 
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4- H Club fork 
Boys 4-H club work was conducted in nine communities through clubs organ-
ized in the three consolidated ·schools in the county. 85 boys were enrolled 
in these clubs. 
Summary of Enrollments and Completions : 'Ihe following is a list of the clubs 
showing en:bollments and completions of projects: 
Summary of 4- H Club Enrollments and Completions 
No . Members No . Completed 
Name of Club Enrolled Demonstrations 
llendale Hi 25 20 80 
llendale Ele 29 24 83 
":i'airfax 31 26 84 
70 2 
The following ms a summary of 4- tl club enrollments and completions for the 
years 1930-1947: 
Summary 4-H Club Enrollments and Completions 1930-1947 
Year 
1930 67 19 28 1931 44 22 50 1932 48 27 56 1933 54 37 69 1934 83 43 1935 55 37 67 1936 59 18 31 1937 76 22 23. 7 1938 43 34 46 1939 61 26 55.7 1940 
1941 
37 20 76 41 30 48 1942 43 41 69 .8 1943 40 
1944 54 103 63 54 70 1945 64 18 84 1946 66 58 87.9 1947 85 70 82 
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Summary Completed Demonstrations 1947 
Number Value 
Demonstrations 
Beef' Cattle 6 1 1, 703 .00 ~ 1,065 .81 ) 637 .19 
Corn 10 1,388 .50 732 .35 656 .15 
Cotton l 177 .75 110.00 67 .75 
Garden 4 258 .oo 159.50 98 . 50 
Pig 33 4,125 . 75 2, 675 .00 1, 450 . 75 
Poultry 12 574 .50 558 .oo 16 .50 
Potatoes 1 60 .00 20 .00 40 .00 
Oats l 250 .00 50 .00 200 .00 
TOTAIS 68 5,370 .66 13 ,166 .84 
4-H Club Camp 
The Annual 4-H Club Camp was hel d at Camp Long, Aiken County, on June 16- 21. 36 
boys and two leaders attended the camP o 
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Sununary 4- H Beef Calf Club 
No. Days Gain in Total Total 
_llame of Lember ~imals 
Ina Kinard 1 170 395 ,,,216 .JO ~16J .J2 'p 52 . 98 LaGree Johns 1 31.iJ 390 287 . 75 137 . 74 1,0 .01 
La Verne Kinard 1 308 125 185 .50 195 . 25 . 25 Edwin Priester 1 365 835 198 .90 ,9, .5o 103 .40 Owen Barker 2 900 660 289 .37 165 . oo 134.37 Causey Youmans 2 300 535 525 .18 319 .00 206 018 
TOTALS 8 2386 2940 .~1703 . 00 ~l , 065 .0l 
Summary Pig Club Sow and Litter Class 
Ho . Pigs No .Pigs Total Total 
"' 
Delbert 11 5 5 ·?45. oo $ 25 .oo ;ii20.00 
Gordan Black 18 16 150 .00 78 . 50 71.50 
:T . L . Horton 24 20 200 . 00 95 .oo 105 .oo 
:{arold Kirkland 23 22 464 .oo 21, .00 249 .00 
Gordon Kay 5 5 140 .00 107 .00 33 .00 
Barney Ford 6 6 160 .00 121.00 39 .00 
TOTAL 81 74 1, 159 .00 
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Summary 4-H Pig Club Fattening Class 
No . Days Gain in Total Total 
Name 
Jack Poody 2 180 275 )112 .00 71 .00 ~41 . 00 Cecil Varnadoe 2 240 240 70 . 00 59 .00 11 .00 Sa.mrey- '1rant 4 560 560 200 . 00 155 . oo 45 .oo James Davis 2 280 280 155 .oo 60 . 00 95 .oo Buddy Iryrick l 270 270 70 . 00 30.00 40 . 00 Sam 11.ice 2 805 805 236 . 00 175 . oo 61 . 00 J. B.Harter Jr . 1 120 120 50.00 42 .00 s .oo Charles Kennedy 2 255 255 105 .oo 64 .00 41.00 Joe Brant 6 300 300 300 .00 240 .00 60 .00 Carl Uilliams 4 200 200 125. 00 83 .00 42 .00 illie Cha vis 5 Boo Boo 200 .00 155 . oo 45 .oo John :;:c . Brant 2 337 337 151. 75 90 .00 61.75 Bobbie :i:lest 7 540 540 170 . 00 150 .00 20 . 00 James Chavis 2 180 180 60 .00 42 . 00 18 .00 :-::ubert Oglesby 4 440 440 170. 00 108 .00 62 . 00 Sonny Smith 1 155 155 56 .oo 36 .oo 20 .00 Billy J.eady 1 180 180 57 .00 30 .00 27 .00 Douglas Brazzell 1 130 130 55 .oo 36 .oo 19 .00 James Goodwin 1 120 120 52 .00 36 .oo 16 .00 J il ton Garnett 2 150 150 54 .00 38 .oo 16. 00 Olin Brunson 1 90 90 37 . 00 33 .00 4 .00 t?.ussel l 3rant 4 520 520 180. 00 110 .00 70 .00 J immie Boles 1 190 190 54 . 00 37 .50 16 . 50 Ellison Deer 1 200 200 60 . 00 32 .00 28 . 00 George Kirkland 2 340 340 90 . 00 38 . oo 32 .00 Ezekiel f 11 1 150 150 50 .00 35 .oo 15 .oo C. YT. Oglesby 1 110 110 47 .00 28 .00 19 . 00 
63 4128 7937 .i2, 966 .75 )2,033 . 50 }933 . 25 
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Sumnary 4-H Poultry Club Layers 
No. Hens Doz . Eggs Total Total 
Name of I:ember Value Cost 
Ch::- rles Priester 25 175 )137 .50 d~l03 . oo 'p34 • .5o 
Buster Lewis. 14 35 18 .00 20 .00 - 2 .00 
Harold ... cCaskey 100 150 87 . 00 80 .00 7 .00 
TOTAL 139 360 )203 .oo ~39 .50 
Summary 4-H Poultry Club Broilers 
Eggs Strong Chicks Total Total 
Bought or 
.Jame of :'.:enber H 
Johnny Compton 0 40 ;~24 .00 ,~32 . oo ~ - S.oo Johnny Thomas 0 20 12 .00 16 .00 - 4 .oo Johnnie 1~ole 0 25 15 .oo 21 .00 -6 .oo Dickie Knoph 0 20 1, .00 19 • .50 - 4 .50 Buddy Craddock 0 2.5 18 .00 23 . oo - .5 . oo Billy Priester C 30 42 . 00 83 • .50 -41 • .50 Billy Kirklmd 1.5 11 11 .00 B.oo 3 .00 Geor ge Warren III 0 10 0 3 .00 -3 . 00 Carroll Reeves 0 ,o 40 .00 32 .00 s .oo L . 1r. Brabhaa 0 100 90.00 63 . 00 27 .00 Glenn McNair 0 25 20 .00 18 .00 2. 00 Leonard King 0 .5o 4.5 .oo 36 . oo 9 .00 
TOTAL 1.5 406 ..,332 .00 j 3.55 .oo ~- 23 .oo 
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Summary 4-H Corn Club 
Value 
O\'ren Blakeney 3 60 J120.oo 070 .35 j49 o65 
Donald Loadholdt 2 32 67 .50 59 .25 8.25 
Furman Harter 5 Bo 160.00 94 .90 65 .10 
Walter rain 2 60 120.00 68 . 70 51 .30 
Bernard p1a·t ts ~5 50 100.00 70 .95 29 .05 
Dwight Li.ringston 4 135 370 .00 77 .20 292 .80 
Morgan Causey 5 100 200 .00 127 .00 73 .00 
Thomas Williams 5 100 125 .oo 100 .00 25 .oo 
Arthur Creech 2 45 90 .00 43 .00 47 .00 
Johnson Oswald 1 18 36 .oo 21 .00 15 .00 
31 • .5 680 }1,388 • .50 ~732 .35 )656 .15 
Summary 4-H Cotton Club 
No . of # Total Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Lint Value Cost Profit ---------'-----~~----;;;...;..;c.=.;; _ ____. 
Benjamin Oswald 2 480 .?177 . 75 '~uo .oo ~67 . 75 
• 
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Miscellaneous 4-H Clubs 
Total Total 
Name Va 
Bernard Plat ts .5 Cucumbers d?90 .00 i 25 .oo ,p65 .oo 
Arthur Williams .5 Garden 60 .00 35 .oo 25 .oo 
I' Bill Brant 1.5 Cucumbers 50 .00 63 .00 -13 .00 
Barney Smith 1.0 Cucumbers 58 .oo J6 .5o 21.50 
Ben Oswald 12.0 Oats 250 .00 5o.·oo 290 .. 00 
'led Stevenson . • 25 Sweet Potatoes 60 .00 20 .00 40 .00 
TOTALS 15 .75 't568 .oo $229 .50 }JJ8 .5o 
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Eiscellaneous 4-H Report 
County ___ ~A~J~J~eo~d~a~Jue::----- 19 47 
4-H Farm Tenancy: Total club members ___ 8,,.,5'--__ ; NUI'lber whose parents 
are t enants __ __.1.....,6 _____ • 
Conservation Practices: Number who applied lime _____ o=--__ ; Phosphate: 0 ; 
Potash __ O::;__ _ ; Number who pract iced terra cing or dra inage ____ o __ ; Grew 
cover crops -=o __ ; Irri gated garden __ o __ ; Improved wildlife O ; -----
Number of 4-H meetings at which AAA practices were taught_~o ____ ; attendanc 
• 
Fair Exhi bits: Number members exhibiting ; Number exhibits shown -----
_....,,.._ ___ ; llu.mber exhibits winning prizes ...;;o ___ ; P-rizes won in dollars 
• 
:?arm Improvement: Articles made _____ ; Home ground :i.mproved ___ o _____ ; 






4-H Livestock JudGing Team 
The Allendale County Lr-H Judging Team Composed of: 
Causey Youmans Allendale Club 
Ned Stevenson Allendale Club 
Harold Kirll:land Allendale Club 
Edwin Priester Fairfax Club 
These boys won first place in t he District Contest and second in 
the gt,a te .Contest. ';hey ·were carried to ·the Atlantic Rural Ex-
position in P.ichmond, Va., by the County .Agent on October 5,6,?,B. 
The boys placed fifth at Richmond. This trip '\"ras well worth while 
to the boys and proved to be of r:mch interest • 









Eorticultural Extension work in A.llenda:b County in 1947 included 
work with truck crops, home orchards and sweet potatoes. 
Sweet Potatoes 
Sweet potato demonstrations included fire-heated hotbeds, sweet 
po ta to production. • 
Fire-heated Hotbeds: One record demonstration was conducted in the 
operation of fire-heated hotbeds for the praduction of sweet potato 
plants . A SUlTlilB.ry o:f this demonstration follows: 
Summary Fire-Heated Botbed Demonstration 
Size of No. of 
Beds 
Bushels Date Date 1st No. Plant 
Beds 
5 X 40 1 Tile 16 Feb . 28 April 1 18,000 
1 16 1,125 









Average Per ere 
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Summary sweet Potato Production Demonstr~tion 
2 1 s and Culls were not separated 
during 1947 in most cases 
Total 
Yield Bushels 
0 1 1 s 









:;2,390. 75 ''.)1,169.31 $1,126.44 
191.26 93.54 98.11 
Yields as reported generally are fair. Grades run good to fair. 1~st farmers have 
experienced difficulty in marketing green potatoes at a fair price this ye8r. Ji,faj-
ority of the No. 1 potatoes have been sold for ')1.15 per bu; No. 2 1 s and Culls are 
selling for only .30¢ per bushel. Only one farmer to date has been able to sell 
his potatoes "field run11 • 
One harvesting demonstration was eiven as to the proper method of handling and 
field grading sweet potatoes. ! total of 70 bushels of No. 1 1 s were harvested. 
1·lost growers now use middle busters equipped with vine cutters. This has proven 




Results of Sweet Potato Demonstrations 1937-1947 
No . 
Average Yield Average Average Average 
Per Acre Retur.ns Cost Profit 
0 l's ro 21 s Per ere 
1937 6 54 22 23 $75.84 : 23.40 (~52 44 .~ . 
1938 7 96 39 11 127.68 27.79 99.89 1939 5 83 38 24 105 .55 48.16 53 .39 1940 5 101 40 21 106.31 40.74 65.57 1941 6 120 48 23 162.04 69.30 92.74 1942 3 ~~ r ket- Bo 24 21 104.oo 53 .05 50.95 1943 5 able 70 31 41 198.33 74.U4 123 .89 1944 4 97 35 50 233.25 92.93 140.05 1945 3 1408 397 185.26 42.10 143.15 1946 4 2500 135 132.69 67.13 65.54 1947 12.5 114.2 57 191. .. 26 93.54 98.ll 
No . 21 s and Culls inmost cases were not separated. 
w1ATERMELONS 
W. E .~zy-rick of Ulmers grew watermelons in two separate fields where honey bees were 
used for pollination purposes. Mr . Myrick shipped one car of large, well-shaped 
melons per acre where bees were used against one-third to one-half car of smaller 
ill shaped melons per acre where bees were not used. This however, is only one 
year results, but surely ,should prove worthy of f urther experiments. 
DUSTING OF WATERMELONS 
N. B.I,Oadholdt , Fairfax,dusted thirty acres of Watson melons that were extremely 
late because of excessive hail damage,in an effort to produce a successrul crop. · 
Be used three applications of 7 per cent Copper Dust at ten to fifteen day inter-
vals Jpplied by airplane. The total cost per acre being 4pll.65. Tv.enty-nine cars 
of high quality melons were shipped from the thirty acres with about one car lost 






Pruning Demonstrations: Ten pruning demosntrations, eleven spray-
ing demonstrations and one fertilizer demonstration were given. 
Spraying Demonstrations: Fifty home orchardists were advised as 
to the proper spray schedule for peaches. Spray materials were a-
vailable locally through efforts of the County Agent. 
Cooperative Orders For Fruit Trees: The County gent ass isted thirty 
one farmers in securing three thousand three hundred fruit trees and 
vines cooperatively. At the time of delivery pla~ting instructions 
and pruning demonstrations were given. 
Truck Crops 
Allend~le County is in a large, well established trucking area, known 
as the newer 11 truck area". The important crops in the County are 
watermelons, cucumbers, sweet potatoes, and irish potatoes. Work with 
t he truck crop consisted of assisting the farmers with their fertilizer, 
seed, disease and insect problems. During the past season many acres 
of cucumbers of both A.G. and pickling varieties were grown. More dis-
eases were present this year than ever before. They consisted lEgel.y of 
Angular Leaf Spot, A.nthracnose, and Wilt. Due to dry weather the pick-
ing season was short, the quality poor, and the prices unsatisfactory. 
Three demonstration records on cucumbers were secured; a summary of these 
follows: 
Acres 
H.J.Kinard 1.75, . c. 1400 ti 5-10-5 180 ~180.00 ~79.45 'pl00.55 
10 Tons Manure 
350 # Soda 
G. A.Priester 1.50 A. c. 1050 # 7-5-5 100 $100.00 <lli75.8o $ 24.20 
200;;! Soda 
Because of low quality and very poor prices the above farmers refused to pick their 
cucumbers for market, turning hogs on them instead. 
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Result Cucumber Demonstrations 1937-1947 
No. verage Yield verl\ge Returns 1, verage Cost verage Net 
Per A.ere 
Year Dern, No. l's Na 21 s Per !,ere Per /\ere . rof"t or loss 
1937 4 67 29 $ 84.44 ,35 .25 1>49 .19 
1938 4 91 26 46 .75 37 .81 e.94 
1939 10 68 28 49.94 27.61 22.23 
1940 6 37 29 32 .).i2 34.96 2.60 loss 
1941 5 59 40 73.62 45.55 27.47 
1942 6 108 36 J.40.60 61 .06 79.54 
1943 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1944 2 160 19 86 .oo 38.11 47.19 
1945 4 135 23 219.06 98.86 120.19 
1946 3 130 193 .52 94.oo 99081 







Extension work in marketing for 1947 consisted of demonstrations in 
grading and packing and aiding farmers in the buying and selling of 
farm products . 
Grading and Packing: The A.gent , with the aid of the Extension Market-
ing Division worked closely with the producers of truck crops in the 
interest of improving the grades and pack of the produce-marketed for 
Allendale County . To date only one farmer in the county has graded his 
sweet potatoes, all other producers have been able to sell their crop 
to J . M. Clark of Estill, S . C. Mr . Clark has been doing grading . 
Curing and Storage: One demonstrator is carrying out the proper curing 
and storing methods for sweet potatoes this year . His potatoes are stored 
in his own curing house on his farm . 
Summary of Marketing 
Products Quant·t · Sold 
Hay 38 tons ~n, 140.00 
Oats 4100 bu . 4, 915 .oo 
Pachinery 1 tractor 2, 0.00 
Rat Poison 1200 lbs . 400 .00 
Crotalaria 1000 lbs . 180.00 
Pine Seedlings 80000 ~p40 .00 
Tree Sprays 16 gallons 317 .50 
Cattle 63 head 'n495 .66 n ,1IL6o.oo 
Hogs 114 head ~2084 .00 4, 881 .00 
Sweet Potatoes 370 bu . 462 050 
Fruit Trees 3300 ~~1920 .00 
Corn 1240 bu . ,~99 .50 1.680.00 
Cotton seed meal 1 ton 85 .oo 
Bulls 5 100 .00 236 .00 
Dairy cows 2 400. 00 
Kobe Lespedeza . 200 lbs . 33 .00 
Fescue 290 lbs . 17,J.i. .DO 




Visual instruction work for the year consisted in the use of charts 
and pictures. 
Educational !\'.lotion Pictures: Ei ghteen films were shown during 1947 · 
with a combined attendance of 957 farm people. 
Charts and maps were used in eleven farmers meetings attended by 356 
farmers. 
' 
Uo tion Pie tures 
Charts and Maps 
67 
SummarJ of Visual Instruction Aids 
31 
11 
Project ctivities and Results 
Agricultural Engineering 
Cost records secured on one fire-heated hotbed. 
Entomology and Plant Pathology-
957 
356 
Ten demonstrations conducted showing method of mouse control in melon fields . Ten 
demonstrations conducted in controlling burrowing rats. One demonstration on con-
trolling leaf spot by using sulphur dust on peanuts. Eight demonstrations con-
trolling lice with Pyro. Twenty-five control using Pheonothiazine . Two rat exter-
minating campaigns . One demonstration on dusting watermelons . 
riorticulture 
In sweet potato work, one fire-heated hotbed demonstration was conducted with an 
average production of 1125 plants per bushel and 4 sweet potato production dem-
onstrations with an average production of 149 bushels of market~ble potatoes .per 
acre . One harvesting demon~tration was given in proper handling and field grading 
of sweet potatoes, harvesting 150 bushels. 
Marketing 
A splendid effort was made to assis t in the improvement in grading and handling o~ 
truck crops and the marketing of the crops during the year . One demonstration was 
given in the grading and packing of sweet potatoes packing out 70 bu. of No . 1 1 s . 
One demonstration as to the proper method of curing out and storage of sweet potatoes 
' 
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• A.A. Activities 
1946 Program 
The Comservation payment on the 1946 program was made during March of 
this year. total of 739 checks were issued to owners, renters and 
sharecroppers for a total of J41.495. 89. 
1946 Program 
The organization meetings for the 1946 program were held during Dec-
ember 194.5. 'Ihe County Committee was organized with W.1.i:. Terry, Chair-
man, D. s. Cone, Vice-Chairman, and J.W. Bryan regular member. 
'Ihe County Office is in the Courthouse and is supervised by H.B. Barker, 
County Adninistrative Of 'icer. Field work was simplified this year by 
measuring in the office,only those crops affecting payments. 
Peanuts 
A total of 2,.500 acres of peanuts were planted for oil purposes. Yields 
are fair to good, however some peanuts have been lost in the stacks due 
to rot. Excessive rainfall penetrated stacks causing rot. 
U.S.D • Council 
This Council is composed of all Agricultural Agencies in the County. The 
Home and Farm Agents are both members; meetings are called when necessary 
to discuss important matters. At first we met monthly, however, since 
July 1 no meetings have been called. 
Crop Insurance 
One hundred and twenty-five farmers applied for crop insurance costing 
the farmers a total of 60,138 # of lint cotton as premimums. 
I I 
' 
A. A..A. Activities )continued) 
Marketing Quota Referendum 
A tobacco market referendum for 1947 was held during the summer to 
determine if tobacco growers were in favor of a cost of lOc per 
acre to be used in obtaining and holding foreign markets. Only one 
grower voted. 
1947 Program 
The 1947 program provides for no allotments on any crops except tobacco, 
and is ms.inly a soil conservation program. The 1948 program to date 
has not been guaranteed, but perhaps there ,vill be a control on peanuts. 
Publicity 
Publicity work and the distribution of educational information in 1947 
in Allendale County was done through circular lett ers, news articles, 
and bulletins. A summary of work done in this connection is as follows: 













Circular Letters: A total of 29 letters were prepared and ll,837 copies 
mailed ~mt to farmers and 4-H boys in Allendale County in 1947. These 
letters contained educational material, notices of meetings and results 
of demonstrarions and experimental date. Specimen copies of circular 
letters are att ached to this report. 
Bulletins Distributed: A t<ital of 362 Bulletins were distributed to fa 
mers and 4-H club boys during the year. 
News Articles: Thirty-two articles were 'printed in the Allendale County 
papers during the year. Specimen copies of news articles are attached 
to this report. 
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ON 1HE FOLLOWING PAGES WILL DE FOUND 
SPECIMEN COPIES OF CIRCUI.AR IBT'.IERS 
ISSUED DUFlING THE YEAR . 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGl 
OF SOUT H CAROLINA AND 
UN IT ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
T ,--~ F b , \ R i, 11, G 
Ol' EST\ CJ N 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
I 
Allendale , S . c. 
Sept . 23 , 1947 
TO ALL '.G:iUCULTUW.L COlff:lIT~E;:; LI;MBERS : 
Pleas e attend a very important 
me r-. t i ng a t the County Agents office TTonday Sept. 29, a t 2:00 P, M. 
At thi s meeti ng the 19h7 Ex-
tens i on Program will be di scus sed and pl ans made for the 1948 pro-
gr am . 
be :i. ,r e s ent. 
-~""'r\ .::: _,,.......,.__,._ . • ~ \\.· • l ~ 
Mamie Sue Hicks 
C. H. D. A. 
Plan novr to attend; llr. ~fard will 
Yours very truly, 
~' ~..) . ~ a.X_~ ~rJ 
C. B. Searson Jr., j 
County Agent 
' 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Alendale, S. c. 
Nov. 6, 1947 
TO ALL ALLENDALE COUN'I'Y li'ARMEP.S: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
You, no doubt, have read and heard much 
about the food situation in foreign countries. This shortage has placed 
America in a very serious position as to food, if ,;re are to expect peace 
in the world. 
Our government has asked us to observe 
meatless Tuesdays, and egg and poultryless Thursdays. In addition they 
are asking us, including you, to conserve food, cul out unproductive 
livestock, kil r ats, and above al increP.se your acreage of smal grains, 
Remember nitrogen for top dressing of graint: 
wil again be very scarce; it wil therefore be very wise to apply a com-
plete fertilizer under your grain before sc:Jding. Plant only seed of 
high germination that have be::.n treated. Plant, preferably, on land 
folowing coton or some other row crop as a weed control m,3asure. 
Above al do not waste food} join the clean-plate society and save left-
overs at meal time. 
Help win the peace by doing your part to 
save food. 
CBS.m 
Yours very truly, 
c , ~ . ~~~ t v 
c. B. Searson Jr., 
County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
COOPERATIVE EXL(ENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Allendale, S. c. 
Aur.;ust 13, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
T. Cer tain Allendale Farmers: 
On Monday Afternoon, August 18, at 
2:00 P. M. a forage school will be hold on the cross-road farm 
of Dunb;i. r Oswald. You ar r, ur1.:;ed t o attend and bring ;rour neigh-
bor. 
Many items of interest to growers and 
prospective growers of lives tock will be shown, demonstrated, and 
discussed. For instance : 
(1) Kudzu for hay. 
( 2) Euctzu for gr a:dng. 
(3) , Grain sori;?;hum fo r combining. 
(4) S(;ricea l cspedeza for cr azing. 
(5 ) Pt..rJ'Tk'1ncnt pas ture and the trert tment, 
(6 ) DynaJTli t e riitching- (Soil moisture pr:mitt ing.) 
(7 ) Pop rorn for silage. 
At the f arm of E. M. Di ckinson: 
(1) Kobe l espedc za hay ( pick-up baler). 
( 2) SericcG l espedcza f or send. 
Rememhor t ho t ime , place , and da t e ; be pr esent; bring your nei ghbor! 
\ 
Yours VUfY truly, ~ C. C> • ~..a.~~ , 
C. B. Searson Jr., 
County" Agent 
' 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTI I CArlOLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COO PERA 1 ING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
---__,-.~--- --·---- - --- . 
All8ndal0, S. C • 
June 4, 1947 
To All 'ht e rmclon Grm·rors: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
In an cfrort to inprove the condition and 
quality of S. C. wa t e rnelons r eaching northern t eminals r:mrkets, 
tho Bxtcnsion Service in coope ration with the rratemclon Growers 
Jsc:ocia tion nnd the Associa tion of American Railroo.ds hctve planned 
the following m.:::ctings in Allr.nd,., le County : 
Ulmcrs School 1~url.i t ori um 
1a11ctto C. V. Ellis' Store 







B :Jo P. u. 
8:JO P. H. 
8:JO P.H. 
f. Ghort dis cussion will be given by H. A. 
Bowers, _\sGist.,,nt Extension Horticulturist, .:i. l so a picture will bo 
shown on proper h<1.ndling, packing, and shipping of r.1clons . 
' 
All w<' t ormol on growers a r c urged t o attend 
one of the s e ncctings and bring nith you, those vrho , c-, ch yec'.1I', help 
n ith your ncl ons. 
Yours very truly, 
c, , Y.) ~ -L C'- '---'~ t'"Y'--' i.. } rv 
C. B. Searson Jr., ~ 
County Agent 
CBS . m 
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\ COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITEO STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
_/2®J ..-<Lo  .... : ; ~9-. JI 
' · ; , .. ~J 
, / .,_.?_.-~-,.,. ,, -· 
I .... -, 
TO ALL PSArfU T G·101:7BRS: 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
EXTENSION SEfWICE 
Since peanut growers vote December 9th on 
pe:""nut marketing quot~s, it is ver-.1 i mportant tha t you a ttend a 
county-wide p~anut mooting in the AllondD. l e court room Thursday 
Ho rning October JO, at 10:JO A. M. 
At this mee ting Mr. A. H. 1/Tard, District Agent, 
and one or two r oprcscntat,iV"cs from the Sta te Prortuction & Marketing 
office will discuss and explain t ho peanut narketing progr am with you. 
Please attend in order that you may thoroughly f am-
iliarize yourself with tho progre.m before voting. 
CoT'le bring your nfdghbors and be prepar ed to ask 
any ques tion t hrt t is not , lready clear to you. Be sure to r emember 
the ti~e , pl ace, and da te. 
Yours very truly, 
r / v JI' . , _.c,. 0 '. ,+.'J..£.Q./1. <J ~ )l.1J . 
C. B. Sear son Jr,, 'l/ 
County Agent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AC.RICULTURlt 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
AND WINTHROP COLLEGE COOPERATING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK 
" 
• 
"'Uewialo,, n • C. 
J,an. 14, 1947 
CLOSHJG Di.TE 'rQ S~Gl~ lJP FOR R~.T POISON - J_'.NU.\RY 24tl~ 
Due to request fro:n famers fo:r J'lore Rat and Hice Poison and Hr . 
':'food.house r eturning to this part of t!.e State , a Rat and Yice Cc1rnp,1ign 
will be conducted Februa!Z 6th . 
You will receive the three pounds of poison a nd ..lhc people t hat 
wa!1t mice poison for the sc..r.1e as in the first Campa ign please let l,:Irs . 
Edenfield Cullum know or come by the Home }.gents I office before January 
24th . 
The Mice poison is gr'1in treated with Strychnine . In l etting 1J.rs . 
Cullum or Home .:~gent know, s ay I wnnt rat and mice po ison or I nant r a t 
poison . 
Don ' t forget L - Closing Date to sign up f or poison - J anuary 24th 
MSH : CBS/rk :vm 
Yours very truly, 
T);a nu..u ~ U ~ 
1:Iamie Sue Hicks 
C. H. D.A. 
C\~ '~ . () JL. r-.. '--~ D--.,-...J i V . 
C.B. Searson, Jr . 
Cou.YJ.ty ,.'.gent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Alendale, S . C. 
Jan. 3, 1947 
Dear Tractor Ovmers: 
'EmNSOON 
' 
A Tractor and Equipment School 
for ._lcndale County farmers ~~11 be held at the Le~ion Hut in 
!.lendale ?riday February 7, at 10:00 f_ , n. 
SERVICE 
This school is for operators, 
drivers and ovmers. If you want to (1) Save I'1.one:y in operating 
your tractor, (2) make the tractor last longer and do beter work; 
(3) uake power farming easier, then you should rnke every effort 
to atend. 
Fr. R. L. ,-ilis, special farm 
labor assistant with the Glenson Extension Service vril be in charge 
of the denonstrations, assisted by farm machinery dealers who wil 
furnish tractors and other equipment. Lubrication engineers from 
some of the petroleum companies wil be present to asr:ist with lub-
rication dcnonstrations. 
Remember- Legion Hut- /.lendale-
1• rid.ay February 7- 10:00 A, ~~  
' Use of TRACTOR POWE:-R 
sni ft-s t-he heavy jobs f-rom 
the work.er ¼-o t-he machlne.11 
Yours very truly, 
I - ~ 
(.'.,. tJ.:i. ~(I,_' ·~-._J 'hl\J . 





1ok.e i-ne labor out of-
churning -
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COOPER~lTIVE EXTEUSION WORK IN 
AGRICULT'JHE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
U,S. Dept. of lgri. Clemson 
Agri. College of s.c. And 
Wint!Irop College Cooperating 
STATE OF' m UTH CJJlOLINA 
Allf.1ndt-i.le, S • C. 
Jan. 9, 1947 
Extension Service 
Home Demonstration Work 
To All Farm Families: 
Now that President Trumen has declared the War over F'armers 
can expect soMe definitt: Mat0.riA.l change in ,\gricult.ure. /.re you think-
ing about this,? - If so, be sure to attend the Gounty-v:1.de Outlook meet 
ing for Meri and \'.[omen to be held in the Court room at 2 : 00 P .M. Monday, 
January 13. 
Come and see what Mr . A .. H. W.:ird <1nd Miss Bessie Harper 
have to say about tho following ·: - Farm prices ., fertilizers, poultry, 
house-hold equipnent, l .ivostock, clothing., building materials and foodo 
Yours very truly, 
!n~ 0.1/4-£ ~o C,,8.J6£c1 t-~,JJ. 
Mamie Sue Hicks C.B. Searson, Jr. 
C .H .D.A • County Agent . 
Let's Go UL 
Vinere? - ,Ulendale Court House 
When? - J~nunry 13 
Time? - 2 P.JJ . 
11,Jhat :for?- To ect New A~iculture Information 1 LL 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITl'D STATE;S DEPARTM ENT OF 
AGHICULTUR F. COOPERATING 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
,llendale, s. c. 
20, 1947 
:, t To tee -t -· - - -----· - ., -- ·- .._ 
To All Cotton Growers: 
l:.XTr.:NSION SERVICE 
Cot t.on yields generally ar e only fair 
to poor. I t is therefore very important t hp_t yon t ake special care in pick-
ing Rnd. ginning only thoroughly dry cotton. 
Boll wePvils have done considerable dam-
age this ye.:ir and with cont inued unfavorable wca thcr many mature bolls will be 
dama ged. 
Green or wet cotton should be sunned for 
sever c!l days or until thoroughly dry if you expect the ginner to produce a 
f_';ood sample. Even nith the bes t drier's and excellent gins, wu t cotton will give 
a r ouJh smnplc. By all mcn.ns have your gin:wr ::;ubmi t a sample to the gr ade & 
staplo office in Columbia. 
EARLY STALK D:~STHUCTION PAYS -
! 
'7ith a s :-: :111 cotton crop and early maturity, .farmers h=1vc an excellent oppor-
tunity t o hit back a t the boll wc r;vils. rr,,evils f eed on green cotton only. 
Complete cnrly st~ l k d )s t ruction will ulimina te weevil f ood ther eby c..,_using 
them to r-o into hibcrmtion in <' weakened condit ion and die during vrintor. The 
l onger the t jJno between stalk destructi on and frost, t he more dertd wr;evils be-
for e spring. 
Loose no tjJno in des t roying stalks when picking ls complete. Imprns s upon 
your n,,j r;l1l'or t he inpor tanco oi' s t alk de=>struction. 
Yours very truly, 
Q I ~ • ~--~L\ ._ 
C J --<l)._ ,. B. 0earson r., 
County Agent 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Bo 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
Allendale, s. c. 
Hay 29, 1947 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
To All Cotton Farmers: 
Indications point to a h8avy, early, boll weevil in-
festation. One weevil killed now moans thousands loss later in the season , 
~he 1-1-1 or sweet poison mixture should be applied 
now, This is 1 lb, calcium ars enic, 1 p;al, molasBes, i gal. Hater; mix thor-
oughly and k --cp stirred while applying, Apply with a mop . Corn shucks wir ed 
on a short stick makes an excellent mop, Apply to the entire cotton surface, 
preferably and not just in the bud, Make first applic~tion now or before first 
squares appec1r, Hake three anp lications one vrock to ton days apart depend-
ing on the weather, Ono gallon of mixture should trea t one acre of small cot-
ton. Never use mixture over i'orty-cight hours old. Plan now .for dry dusting 
l ater on when weevil infestation vrarrc1nts it, ~ 
Under normal conditions, SVvee t poison pays, Ash t~ man 
who has regulc1rly correctly applied 1.-1-1 in the past. 
my office. 
CBS.m 
Molasses -is available l'lOW. · For .future information 'tontctct 
Yours very ~ruly, 
C, . ~ .  CJ rv 
C. B. Searson Jr., 
County Agnnt 
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ON THE FOLLOi7ING PAGES WILL BE 
FOUND SPECIMEN COPIES OF PRESS 
ARTICLES ISSUED DURING THE YEAR . 
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MORE GRAIN SORGHUMS TO BE PLA.NTED IN 1947 
Grain sorghums are becoming more and more important in the grain 
and forage program in South Carolina according to C. B.Searson Jr., 
County Agent, who says the 1947 grain sorghum acreage will greatly ex-
ceed previous acreages of this crop. 
Farmers in all sections of -the state have found that grain sorghums 
has about the same food value as corn, is easily handled with machinery, 
and stands drought better than corn. They have also .found that this crop 
makes prof itable yields on almost any soil type. 
The most promising varieties being grown for combining for grain are 
Caprock, Plainsman, Martin, and Midland. These varieties are 48 inches or 
less in height which makes heavy yields of grain and forage. 
Maey farmers are growing velvet beans and grain sorghums for harvesting . 
for cattle during the winter months, and this practice has proved very profit-
able. 
When grain sorehums are to be harvested for grain., Mr. Searson advises 
planting during the latter part of June so that the grain will ripen and 
be harvested in October, a month in which rainfall is usually light. bout 
six pounds of seed per acre, planted in 26 to 42 inch rows, spaced six inches 
in the drill, has been found to be the best practice when growing grain 
sorghum .for grain. 
f 
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TOMATO BLIGHT WARNING ISSUED 
County Agent Urges Dusting Of Plants 
Warning of late blight in tomato crops was issued this week by 
C. B. Searson, Allendale County Agent, who also advises farmers to thor-
o~ dry blue lupine seed before storing it. 
Moisture content tests will be made for farmers aesiring more infor-
mation about the condition of blue lupine seed, the county agent said. 
Agent Searson stated, ttLa.te blight has already begu to appear on 
tomatoes in some sections, so beware. Remember this ruined the tomato crop 
last year. Blight also affects cucumbers and cantaloupes. Once blight 
starts, there is very little that can be done to help you." 
ttHowever, if you will keep the plants covered with a spray or dust con-
sisting of 6 per cent metalic copper you can get some control. Plants 
should be sprayed every seven to ten days depending on the weather. Copper 
will ward off the disease, but will not control it. 
11Lupine has set an excellent seed crop and in most instances is now 
ready to combine. 'Ihese seed are hard to keep and should be thoroughly dry 
before storing. When cut, be sure to sun seed thorou~ every day. A 
moisture test can be run :for you. If you prefer, in the County Agents Q.ffice. 
"Lupine in Florida and Alabama has been attached by anthrachnose with 
some damage running as high as 60 per cent. No anthrachnose has been foind 
on lupine in this county to date. 'Ihere will be a great demand for disease-
.free seed from growers in other states so market your good seed wisely". 
f 
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ALLENDALE COUNTY BOYS WIN HONORS 
The Allendale 4-H livestock judging team placed first in the 
Savannah Valley District contest and second in the State Contest . The 
following boys are members of the team: 
Causey Youmans, Ned Stevenson, Harold Kirkland and Edwin Priester . 
By winning second state prize these boys wih the honor of representing 
South Carolina at Richmond, Virginia on October 6 . At this time the team 
will compete against other southern teams in the judging of beef cattle, 
hogs and sheep. Boys, to be eligible for tile Richmond trip, must be four-
teen years old or over and have livestock as their 4-H club project . 
SORE HEAR 
Chicken pox and roup, commonly called sore head, are most pre-
valent during the sunnner months . It is advisable to "!la.ccinate all chickens 
especially pullets when they are from two to three months of age . Chickens 
are very easy to vaccinate, however the home or i'arm agent will be glad to 
assist you if you have never done this work bei'ore . It is not advisable to 
vaccinate birds suffering from disease or parasites . 
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DUS TING WA 'IERMELONS PROVES PltOFI TABLE 
Copper dust applied to waterrnelons by airplcille proved effective -
for the control of anthrachnose on the farm of N. B. Loadholdt, Fairfax, 
S. C. according to Hugh A. Bowers, extension truck crop specialist. 
Mr. Loadholdt planted 30 acres in watermelons in late march, but 
the growth of the vines was delayed by severe damage from a hail storm in 
early May. 'J.he injured vines staged. a surprising 11 comeback11 and Mr . Load-
hola.t decided to endeavor to risk harvesting a crop in spite oft he danger 
from anthrachnose which usually does heavy damage to late melons • . 
To control the disease three applications of 7 percent copper dust 
were applied by airplane at intervals of 10 to 15 days. The cost of these 
applications, including the duat and the cost of the airplane, was $11 .65 per 
acre; or a total coat of $349 .50 for the field. 
The first car of melons loaded from the field sold for a little more 
than enough to pay the total coat o:r dusting. A total of 29 cars was loaded 
from this field. About one car was left in the field because of small de-
cay spots on the melon~. 
Mr . Bowers states lvJr.Loadholdt is convinced that the dusting pro-
longed the grmvth ofi:he vines by controlling the anthracnose. He believes 
the dust lengthened the life ofthe vines by at least 15 days, and that if he 
had not dusted the yield of melons would have been considerably reduced. 
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Grum, GRAZING NE"i'.DED TO RELIEVE FEED SHORTAGE 
Grain and grazing are needed to help South Carolcma farmers over-
come the critical grain and feed snortage, says C. B. Searson Jr., County 
gent, who points out that the best way to supply this gra:in and grazing 
is to grow it. To get good yields, farmers must have good stands of grain, 
warni.ri.g them not to let the' present high prices keep them from using plenty 
of seed at planting time. 
"'Wnether the grain is planted for grazing or for harvesting as grain, 
it is wise to use sufficient seed to assure good stands", he says. "Where 
the gra:in is being planted for grazing at least 5 bushels of grain per acre 
should be seeded as early a s possible. If it is ~eing planted for harvest-
:ing for grain at least 8 pecks per acre should be seeded during October or 
early November for oats, 6 to 8 pecks seeded during early October for Bar-
ley, and 6 pecks per acre seeded during November for wheat . When the grain 
is being seeded for grazing, the yields and palatability value will be in-
creased by adding crimson clover and rye grass to the mixture. In all cases 
seed should be planted on a firm seed bedu. 
Mr.Searson emphasises the need for planting certified seed of approved 
varieties and for treating all seed against seed-borne disease. The seed 
treatments are not expensive and often they mean the difference between good 
yield and poor yields especially where grain is seeded for harvest. 
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GRAIN, GRAZTNG NEEDED 'IO RELIEVE FEED SHORTAGE 
(continued) 
ge also advises the application of 600 to 800 pounds per acre of 
complete fertilizer at planting time for both grazing and grain pro-
duction. For grazing he suggests top-dressing in the early fall with 
200 to 300 pounds of nitrate of soda or equivalent per acre and again 
with the same amount in the early spring . For grain production he 
advises top-dressing in early spring with 200 to 300 pounds of nitrate 
of soda or equivalent per acre . 
PINE SEEDLINGS NOW AVAIIABLE 
Longleaf, loblolly, and slash pine seedlings will be available from 
the newWedgefield Nursery . Indications are that the total production 
will amount to somewhere around 10 million seedlings . No red cedar, black 
locust, yellow poplar, or any species other than the three pines, will be 
available . 
Auplications are now being taken at the Count;r Agents Off ice and they 
must be accompanied by check or money order to cover the cost of the seed-
lings . Any landowner cam receive up to 5000 seedlings free at the nursery 
or at 50¢ per thousand to cover express and handling. Any number in excess 
of the 5000, will cost $2 . 50 per thousand delivered to the closest express 
office . Landowners are being requested to hold their applications for seed-
l:ui!lll to a minimum so that as many planters as possible can be furnished 
trees. 'lhe planting season extends from December 1947 through February 1948. 
f 
BETTER FAR.M[NG DRJEFS LUPINE BUILDING SOIL 
"Lupine even though planted late in mapy ca.ses is making ex-
cellent growth in this county," says County Agent C. B. Searson Jr., 
"The stand in most cases is spotted. This is a winter legume being tried 
by many farmers forthe first time. J:tesults to date are excellent, with 
the exception of the poor stands". Mr. Searson points out that lupine 
grows well even on the poorer sandy soils, making it equal to or better 
than crotalaria.. He thinks by growing these two legumes for two years 
on any of the poorer soils, farmers can then successfully produce corn, 
in any good rotation. 
COUNTY AGENT WARNS BOLL WEEVIL TAKING TOLL 
A very heavy boll weevil infestation in Allendale County is re-
ported by c. B.Searson Jr., county agent. Grown weevils were found in 
every field examined along with punctured squares. 'Ihis is unusual for 
this time of year. Farmers should irmnedia.tely begin poisoning using 
either the old familiar 1-1-1 mixture or calcium arsenic dust. 
This infestation is state wide as reported by thirty county agents 
who inspected one hundred and thirty one fields had an average of 634 weevils 
per acre. Forty fields where fruiting had begun. 
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Each year we have thousands and thousands of yol.lllg boys 
and girls in South Carolina, Georgi.a, and other states 
who reach maturity and take up the responsibilities of 
life.... How ma.ey of you give much time or thought to the 
traini.~g of these "Men and Women of 'Ib-morrow1 •••••••••• 
The~e are many agencies with trained personnel who spend 
much of their time endeavoring to improve our future cit-
izens and give them training that will better fit them 
to take their worthy place in world activities ••••••••••• 
Today we have with us Mr. c. B. Searson Jr., Allendale 
County Farm Agent, and Ned Stevenson, President of the 
Allendale County 4-H Council, who will tell you of some or 
• 
the work being done in their county ••••• 







good afternoon friends •••••••••• 
Today we want to discuss the subject of club work, giving 
our listeners a clearer picture of what club work is and 
wba t we are trying to do through 4-H ••••••• 
'Ihere may be some who expect to hear about livestock, coton, 
corn, sweet potatoes or some other field crop, but today we 
wish to discuss the most important crop grown on the farm.-
Boys and girlsl ••••• future citizens who not only take over 
agriculture in this county, state, and nation, but who wil 
direct al constructive programs and activities of a private 
and public nature ••••• 1he best work can be, and is accpmplished 
when we have good support and leaders ••• 
'Ihe County Council of Farm Women have been the backers and 
Sponsors of our county 4-H Council •••••••••• 
Ned, suppose you tel us about thisl 
During January 1946, at the request of the County Council of 
Farm Women, a county-wide meeting was caled f'or al 4-H boys 
and girls •••• Approximately 85 were present •••••••• Council 
officers were elected during a regular business meeting, after 
which an enjoyable social hour was held, with the Council of 







Ned, I believe you 4-H Council officers met about four 
times during the year, to conduct regular business and 
to outline council work •••••• 
That's right •••• Then in January we officers met, along 
with representatives of all local 4-H clubs and set up our 
county goals for 1947 •••• These goals are in addition to 
tha state goals •••• 
t this meeting we were assisted by Miss Eloise Johnson, 
' 
State Girls Club Agent, and Mr. Romaine Smith, District 
Boys I Club Agent.... In addition to the goals, we de- . 
dided to again have a county-wide council meeting in the 
fom of a barbecue supper and invite all pa.rents of 4-H 
boys and girls, club sponsors, and leaders •••• This meet-
ing was held January 30, in Fairfax •••••• 
Ned, before we tell about this meeting, suppose we mention 
the state and county goals •••• Our state goals, (1)- To 
enalrge heal th programs; to include indi vidu.al and com-
munity heal th improvement.... (2) To increase the 4-H 
enrollment in our state; and (3) To enc.0urage a larger 
participation of 4-H members in the county and state con-
tests •••• 
Mr. Searson, I think those are important goals alright, but 
from our county's standpoint, I think the following are 






(1) Club members ownership of all projects; (2) f'uller 
parent and club member cooperation •••• Then too we went 
as far as to outline the following two metnods that can 
be used to accomplish these goals •••• 
(1) More club member interest ••• • By this I mean for the 
club member to accept full responsibility in each project 
and (2) have an annual club member parent supper •••• 
Thanks a lot Ned for ·lhat contribution.... Now just a few 
words about our Council party, for those who may be in-
terested in having something similar •••• 
'!he Fairfax Home Demonstration Club ladies took f'ull. re-
sponsibility for decorating the community house and pre-
paring all food stuffs, with the exception of the barbecue •••• 
Three local farmers, two of which are club member parents, 
assisted the County Agent in preparing the meat •••• Local 
4-H Council officers were in complete charge of the program •••• 
Mr-. D. w. Watkins, Director of s. c. Extension Work made 
a short talk on 4-H work •••• 
Expenses were paid by contributions from Edens Food Stores, 
Carolina Commercil.a Ba.~, Fairfax Bank & Trust Co., Allendale 
Builders Club, and the Coun-cy Council of Farm Women ••• 
Mr. Searson, I have received much favorable comment about this 





We certai.nzy intend to, Nedl 
Perhaps many people would like to know just wba t 4-H club 
work is •••• 
Mr. Searson, could you brief:cy- tell them? 
I shall be glad indeed to do so •••• Four-H club work is 
only about thirty-five years old in this state and mation, 
yet in this very short time it bas grol9Il rapidly and nOW' it 
is the largest rural organization in the world, represented 
by one million seven hundred thousand boys and girls ••••• 
I 
I am sure our listeners would like to have a clearer con-
ception of what 4-H club work is••o••••••• 
It is a voluntary, rural youth organizati on., made up of farm 
boys and girls between the ages of 10 aad 21 years •••••••• 
It is conducted from a federal level through the states through 
the Land Gran Colleges •••••••• 
Winthrop College is headquarters for girls club work ins. c., 
and Clemson College is headquarters for boys club work ••••• 
Community clubs are organized by County and Home ,Agents with 






That I s the first time I've heard a club so defined.... I 
had just always pictured ·it as a gathering where farm boys 
and girls met to plan and discuss methods of meeting their 
common needs ••••••••• 
Well that is true..... You have a very good idea about club 
meetings Ked, but then meetings a:be more than what you said ••••• 
They are a medium through which boys and girls can learn bet-
ter methoas and practices in producing livestock and crops ••••••• 
Club members learn how to proper~ preside over a meeting, how 
to stand before a group and talkL 
'Ibey also learn to accept responsibility, to share in the farm 
and home chores and jobs ••••• They experience the pride of 
ownership through theiD projest work..... '.rhrough 4-H they 
can enjoy su;o;er camping experience, attend county, state, and 
national meetings, they compete in Fat Stock Shows and Sales, 
county and state fairs •• •• 'Ibey work for educational trips 
through state and national contests ••••• they achieve; they 
win;, they lose; they learn citizenship and develop leadership ••••• 
To be a club JJember, each boy or girl must have an individual 
project which has already been mentioned •••• Will you tell us 





I'm glad you mentioned the demonstration or project, as it is 
the basis for club work ••••• 
When a boy or girl enrolls in a club, each decides on some par-
ticular fann or home enterprise that they wish to start and 
carry through to completion •••• '!hat is, they select as their 
project a pig, calf, or some crop about which they try to learn 
the most modern and up-to-date methods and practices for sec-
urity and sound economical production •••••• 
To me, 4-H club work is fundamentally sound and I would like to 
give the four following reasons for my belief •••• One of the 
first ways we learn is through our eyes, another through our ears •• 
We learn through a combination of these tvro, by what we see and 
hear, and best of all- we learn to do by doingL 
1he very heart and core of all Extension work is teaching through 
demonstrations ••• For example, if we want to teach boys and girls 
to prune fruit trees, one of the best ways is to take them on a 
field trip to some orchard and let them actuall obse1?ve the work 
being done and then let them practice under your guidance •••• 
Later make anot her field trip, observe results of their eff orts; 
or perhaps we maJJ want to teach poultry production... If f!O 
let the club member have a project in poultry ••• One will learn 







However, we always encourage a boy or girl to chose as their 
project a subject which they already know something about based 
on their background or experience ••••••• 
I personally, have found that to be true, and very successful~ ••• 
Recently, I grew out a pig, also had a sweet potato project, 
both of which proved quite interesting subjects •••• 
However, I often found that I needed advise from someone ••• I 
think parent-club member cooperation is extremely important •••• 
What do you think of this as an essential of success? 
Ned, I think you hit the nail on the head •••• Full parent-club 
member cooperation is the fundamental key to all successful club 
work.... Wherever club members are successful, I have observed 
a mutual parent-club ,ember interest and ~ooperation, and coupled 
with th is , is club member owners hip ••••• 
Wherever the boy has the wholehearted interest and supuort of 
M:s parents and is given full responsibility he responds as a 
successful club ~ember, or ~that is in most cases ••••••• 
• Searson, you have just discussed one of our county goals 
for 1947 •••• H'uller parent-club member cooperation with full 
club member ownership and responsibility ••••• 






Contests to me are an interesting part of club work •••• 
I had the privilege of coaching a state winning livestock 
judging team thereby winning a free trip to the National 
Club Congress in Chicago ••••• 
Contest offer an incentive for boys and girls to do better 
club work •••• It rewards individual achievement ••• We 
have quite a list of contests, but perhaps llendale club 
members will be particularly interested in the meat animal, 
livestock and health contests •••• 
Some of our listeners probably saw a picture of the State 
winning sweet potato contests in the newspaper recently •••••• 
'Ihey were awarded an educational, trip to New York for the 
purpose of learning more about marketing, since the potato 
contest daals with marketing ••••• 
Incidentally", summer camp is another real award and highlight 
for doing good club work •••• Club members listening in will 
recall the pleasant times they have had at Camps Long and 
Bob Cooper ••••• 
'Ihere are many phases and activities of club work that we 
have not covered •••• 
\ 
I should like to make this concluding statement.... Club 
work has a four-fold purpose •••• 'Ihat is training the head, 




Training the head to think, plan, and reason; the heart to be 
kind, true and sympathetic; the hands to be useful, serviceable 
and skillful; and the health to enjoy life, resist disease, and 
to make for efficiency •••• 
lhe objeets of club work are to develop character; to teach the 
proper appreciation of science as it applies to agriculture and 
home economics; to develop thrift and prudence, dignity of labor; 
to teach cooperation, love for the development of the home •••••• 
In closing let me give you all a special invitation to visit 
us in Fairfax, Thursday and Friday, April 10-ll, at our annual 
livestock show and sale •••• Come visit with us and see one of 
the :many ways and methods we are using to help train boys and 
girls as club members1 
MUSIC UP AND FADE BEHIND ANNOUNCER L 
Thank you gentlemen, for being with us today and bringing us 
' this discussion on 4-H club work •••• I am sure after hearing 
this discussion, more interest will be shown by club members, 
their parents and others ••• 
Be sure to listen in next week when Miss Mamie Sue Hicks, 
Allendale County Home Agent will present the programL 

